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StrIMARY
The General Electric Quiet Clean Shorthaul Experimental Engine (QCSEE) being
developed for NASA under Prime Contract NAS3-18021 utilizes a lightweight
turbine engine with a geared slower-speed fan. Two engine-to-fan speed re-
ducer gears with different ratios are being designed, fabricated and tested
by the Power Systems Group, Curtiss-Wright Corporation under a sub-contract
to General Electric Company.
This report covers the Analysis and Design Task, WBS Item 2.4, consisting of
three major design sub-tasks: Preliminary Design, Detailed Design of two Re-
duction Gears, plus preparation of detailed drawings. One reduction gear is
for an over-the-wing (OTW) engine application and the other is for an under-
the-wing (UTW) engine application. General requirements were defined by
General Electric Company Specification M 5OTF1611-Sl dated January 25, 1974,
Gear Assembly, Speed Decreaser.
Reduction gear configuration, engine interface definitions and reduction gear
ratios were established and coordinated with General Electric during the pre-
liminary design. Special features incorporated in the reduction gear design
include the following.
1. Modular concept to permit installation and removal of the reduction
gear and fan output shaft assembly as a unit.
2. Epicyclic gear with star arrangement; power input to sun gear, out-
put from ring gear and stationary star gear support.
3. Interface points between the reduction gear and engine identical for
the two different ratio units.
a. Input coupling attached to General Electric LP turbine shaft
b. Star „ear support interface flange
c. Ring gear output spline
d. Oil supply tube
Ir>
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4. Flexibility in th,2 sun gea: and ring gear mountings with controlled
gear deflections between the sun gear to star gear mesh and star
gear to Xing gear mesh.
S. g tar gears supported by spherical roller bearings to allow self-
alignment with the mating gears.
6. Gear tooth contact ratio of 2.0, hunting and non-factorizing tooth
numbers for quiet operation.
An epicyclic star arrangement uses concentric internal and external gears
(ring and sun) with a series of idlers (star gears) between them. The power
turbine drives the sun gear which drives the ring gear through the set of
star gears mounted on spherical roller bearings which in turn are mounted on
a fixed carrier or support. The idlers or star gears provide multiple power
paths between the input sun and output ring gears which permits both members
to utilize many teeth to simultaneously carry the load. This gear arrange-
ment results in a compact, minimum weight gear set.
Gear reduction ratios and input 100% power and speed conditions established
by General Electric during the preliminary design and used for the detailed
designs are:
Engine Application
Reduction Ratio
100% Power
100% Speed (Input)
UTW
2.465
9885 kW (13256 hp)
811 rad/s (7747 rpm)
OTW
2.062
12813 kW (17183 hp)
834 rad/s (7962 rpm)
The UTW engine reduction gear has six star gears and the OTW engine unit hap
eight star. gears. Gear data are presented within .he report.
Calculated oil flows and heat rejection data are the result of integrations
with the engine overall heat balance studies conducted by General Electric.
Calculated design objective gear effic i,.ncy of 99.2% minimum at the 100% speed
and 100% power condition is exceeded by the 99.3% for the UTW engine reduction
gear. Calculated efficiency for the OTW unit is 99.11%. Scoring index data
for the gears were calculated attd are acceptable.
xii
rStar gear spherical roller bearing tests, NASA CR-134890 report, confirmed
the ability of the bearings to meet the operating loads and speeds. Calcu-
lated bearing Bl life of 6110 hours exceeds the design objective of 6000
hours minimum at the flight spectrum operating conditions for the UTW engine
star gear bearings. Calculated 81 life for the OTW unit bearings is 5063
hours.
Calculated stresses in the reduction gear elements under several operational
conditions, including the effects of maneuver load deflections, are all well
within the current state-of-the-art limits.
Total weight of the reduction gear components included in the Curtiss-Wright
design are 92.6 kg (204.2 pounds) and 89.9 kg (198.2 pounds) for the UTW and
OTW engine applications, respectively. Weight reductions for a flight unit
cnn be achieved by combining the Curtiss-Wright and General Electric support
members, the use of titanium for the support and development effort to opti-
mize the components for specific operational requirement,.
xiii
1.0 INTRODUCTION
The General Electric Quiet Clean Shorthaul Experimental Engine (QCSEE) being
developed for NASA under Prime Contract NAS3-18021 utilizes a lightweight
turbine engine with a geared slower speed fan. Two engine-to-fan speed re-
ducer gears with different ratios are being designed, fabricated and tested
by the Power Systems Group, Curtiss-Wright Corporation under sub-contract to
General Electric Company.
This report covers the Analysis and Design Task, WBS item 2.4, consisting of
three major design sub-tasks: Preliminary Design, Detailed Design of two (2)
reduction gears, plus preparation of detailed drawings. One reduction gear
is for an over-the-wing (OTW) engine application and the other is for an
under-the-wing (UTW) engine application. The General Electric/NASA experi-
mental engine test schedule required that the UTW reduction gear detailed de-
sign be completed in advance of the OTW unit design.
QCSEE reduction gear design is based on the primary stage of a reduction gear
developed by Curtiss-Wright for the Curtiss-Wright YT-49 and TP-51 turbo-prop
engines. During the preliminary design phase specific interface concepts,
conditions and requirements were coordinated between Curtiss-Wright and Gen-
eral Electric, and definitions for the detailed designs were established.
Design concepts include a modular configuration to permit removal of the re-
duction gear from t;.e engine as a unit and commonality of the reduction gear-
to-engine interfaces for the OTW and UTW units.
The compact, light weight reduction gears enable development of quiet high
performance turbofan engines utilizing advanced high speed gas turbines
driving slower speed fans.
Data in this report are presented in both International System of Units (SI)
units and English units. In the narrative the SI units are shown as the
primary units and the English equivalents shown in parentheses; i.e., 1.0 kg
(2.2 lbs). In tables where the number of items are small, both types of units
are presented in adjacent columns. Table 2-1 is an example of this method.
Where extensive data appears in a table, separate tables having the same basic
1
number but with a suffix "a" for the SI units and a suffix "b" for the English
units are used. Tables 2-6a and 2-6b are an example of this procedure. Only
the basic table number is used in the narrative for referring to the tables;
i.e. Table 2-6. Dual scales for SI and English units are used on charts.
2
2.0 PRELIMINARY DESIGN
The QCSEE Main Reduction Gears design effort included two primary phases:
Preliminary Design and Detailed Design and Analysis. The preliminary design
phase covered approximately a four month period during which design approaches,
General Electric Company engine requirements and design trade-offs were evalu-
ated and coordinated between Curtiss-Wright and General Electric. A design
review was conducted at the conclusion of the preliminary period and param-
eters defined for the detailed design.
2.1 Design Requirements
Basic design requirements for the QCSEE Main Reduction Gears were defined by
General Electric Company Specification M50TF1611-S1 dated January 25, 1974,
Gear Assembly, Speed Decreaser. This specification covers two classes of
speed decreasers:
a. Class A with a gear reduction ratio of approximately 2.1 for an
over-the-wing (OTW) engine installation.
b. Class B with a gear reduction ratio of approximately 2.5 for an
under-the-wing (UTW) engine installation.
Preliminary operating parameters in the specification are shown in Table 2-1.
Operating life requirement with repair was 36,000 hours when operated in ac-
cordance with a Table 2-1 flight duty cycle. Specified time between overhauls
was 6000 hours and the required B  life for the bearings was no less than 6000
hours based on the flight duty cycle. Other preliminary design objectives
were light weight, minimum noise, operation with MIL-L-7808 or MIL-L-23699
oils at oil-in temperatures of 378°K (220°F) to 400°K (260°F), and a minimum
overall efficiency of 99.2% at 100% speed and 100% power.
y
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INITIAL SPECIFICATION OPERATING PARAMETERS
(PRELIMINARY)
Desi&n Data
Capability of 105% Speed Required
CLASS A (OTW)
100% Power 15130 HP 11282 kw
100% Output Speed 3783 rpm 396 rad/s
Gear Ratio 2.1 + 3% - 0%
CLASS B (UTW)
100% Power 12500 HP 9321 kw
100% Output Speed 3197 rpm 335 rad/s
Gear Ratio 2.5 + 3% - 0%
Condition
Oil In Tem erature Time
%
Power
%
Speed
%°K OF
1	 Start - - 1 - 0-30
2	 Idle-Taxi 378 220 12 20 30
3	 Take-Off 389 240 2 100 100
4	 Climb 394 250 11 90 100
5	 Cruise 394 250 28 70 90
6	 Descent 400 260 25 30 75
7	 Maneuver 400 260 5 60 70
8	 Landing 400 260 4 55 95
9	 Thrust Reverse 389 240 .3 70 100
10	 Idle-Taxi 378 220 12 20 30
{
TABLE 2-1
4
A fixed carrier epicyclic gear set with the power input to the sun gear and
the output from the internal tooth ring gear has been selected to obtain the
desired reduction ratios. A set of star gears are supported on the carrier
through double row spherical roller bearings with the bearing outer race
integral with the star gear to obtain maximum bearing capacity.
Gear ratios analyzed during the preliminary design phase together with the
respective power turbine input speeds as •necif ied by the GE engine analysis
team are listed in Table 2-2. From the	 lyses, based on the gear pitch line
velocity, the DN value for the star gear bearing and the capacity of the bear-
ing limited by star gear size, the lowest ratio recommended for consideration
for the Class A (OTW) gear assembly was 2.0617.
General Electric and Curtiss-Wright mutually agreed upon the design parameters
shown in Table 2-3 for the continuing preliminary design studies. An ad-
ditional requirement to be considered for the reduction gears was satisfac-
tory operation in the Experimental Engines under the conditions shown in
Table 2-4.
The design philosophy used in the gear assemblies is flexibility in the sun
gear and ring gear mounting, controlled gear deflections between the sun gear
to star gear mesh and star gear to ring gear mesh, and star gears having pro-
vision for self-alignment. This is discussed in greater detail later in this
section. Gear tooth geometry selected provides a minimum contact ratio of 2.0
at each mesh point, a minimum of two teeth on each gear in contact at the mesh
at all times. The number of teeth selected for each gear provides combinations
which are hunting and non-factorizing. A non-factorizing epicyclic gear train
is one in which the numbers of teeth on the sun, star and ring gears have no
common factor and the number of teeth on neither the sun gear nor ring gear is
evenly divisible by the number of star gears. A non-factorizing system is
theoretically smoother and quieter than one that factorizes, since tooth
actions overlap.
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TABLE 2-3
REDUCTION GEAR
DESIGN PARAMETERS
(PRELIMINARY DESIGN PHASE)
CLASS A (OTW):
100% Power (Fan) 11111 kW 14900 hp
100% Output Speed 404 rad/s 3859 rpm
Gear Ratio 2.062
Bl Bearing Life (Flight Cycle) 6224 hrs
Bearing DN Value .90 X 106
CLASS B LUTW)
100% Power (Fan) 9247 kW 12400 hp
100% Output Speed 329 rad/s 3143 rpm
Gear Ratio 2.465
B1 Bearing Life (Flight Cycle) 7271 hrs
Bearing DN Value .74 x 106
*B1 Life based on Catalog C Values
7
TABLE 2-4
EXPERIMENTAL ENGINE OPERATION REQUIREMENT
% POWER % SPEED TIME - HRS.
100 105 1
140 100 1
130 100 15
110 100 15
100 100 150
80 90 500
50 75 1000
10 30 1000
TOTAL TIME 2682
100% Power same as shown in Table 2-3
100% Speed same as shown in Table 2-3
8
Hunting is a distinct quality and tends to correct small imperfections by in-
creasing the number of different teeth with which a given tooth makes contact.
Complete hunting requires that the numbers of teeth of any two meshing gears
have no common factors higher than one. Complete hunting was achieved in
both gear assemblies.
The meshing requirement for the epicyclic gear train with equally-spaced stars
is:
O±S	
a whole numbers
n
where,	 0	 a Nu be-- of teeth in ring gear
S	 = Number of teeth in the sun gear
n	 - Number of stars
The following data and calculations show how the Class A (OTW) and Class B
(UTW) gear sets meet the assembly, hunting and non-factorizing criteria.
Class A (OTW) Class B (UTW)
Sun Gear Teeth, S 81 71
Star Gear Teeth 43 52
Ring Gear Teeth, 0 167 175
Number of Stars, n 8 6
Assembly O+S 167 + 81 = 31.0
175 + 71
= 41.0
Requirements n 8 6
Hunting sun 81
= 1 +
38 71 =
1 +
19
Check star 43 43 52 52
ring 167
3 +
38 175 e 3 + 19
star 1.3 43 52 52
Non-factorizing S 81 10 +1 71 11 + 5
Check n 8 8 6 6
0 167
e 20 +
175
29 + 1
n 8 8 6 6
9
The design approach developed early in the preliminary design phase was a
modular concept carrier support for installation and removal of the reduction
gear as a unit with the output shaft. This arrangement shown in Figures 2-1
and 2-2 achieved commonality for Class A (OTW) and Class (UTW) units to the
extent that both gear assemblies utilize a common core engine, fan turbine,
sun gear coupling, output shaft assembly and oil supply.
The sun gear assembly consists of a sun gear, a double diaphragm coupling,
and a lock ring. Aft end of the double diaphragm coupling is attached to the
power turbine shaft. The double diaphragm coupling is identical for both
Class A (OTW) and Class B (UTW) gear assemblies. Forward element of the
double diaphragm coupling is attached to the aft element with a bolted joint
capable of carrying the input torque in friction. The sun gear for Class A
(OTW) or Class B (UTW) gear assembly is splined to the forward end of the
double diaphragm coupling with a full depth 20° pressure angle involute spline,
and is positioned fore and aft with lock ring which is common to both Class A
(OTW) and Class B (UTW) gear assemblies. The retaining ring type lock ring
shown in preliminary design Figures 2-1 and 2-2 was replaced by a flanged
bayonet lock ring bolted to the sun gear for the detailed design.
Star gears are mounted on double row spherical roller bearings with the outer
race of the bearing integral with the star gear. Star gear assemblies are
self-aligning and permit angular displacements. Symmetrical rollers of large
diameter with close conformity between rollers and raceway result in high
load ratings, making this configuration especially suitable for heavy duty
applications. Sections through the gears and bearings are shown in Figures
2-1 and 2-2.
Star gear assemblies are mounted on a fixed carrier support with an inter-
ference fit and clamped with a threaded nut. The fixed carrier is attached
to an intermediate cone structure which in turn is attached to the composite
structural frame of the engine. The fixed carrier is bolted at the I.D. of
the intermediate cone structure and is positioned with an O.D. pilot diameter.
The bolting flange and the interference fit pilot diameter are identical for
both Class A (OTW) and Class B (UTW) gear assemblies. For production engines
it is anticipated that the fixed carrier and intermediate cone structure can
10
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be one piece d thus eliminating the bolting flange and pilot diameter. This
integral configuration would result in a weight saving. The output shaft aft
roller bearing is mounted in the intermediate cone structure and is supplied
oil from the fixed carrier. 011 feed to the output shaft roller bearing is
common for both Class A (07W) and Class B (UTW) gear assemblies. Details of
the component arrangement are shown in preliminary design Figures 2-1 and 2-2
and in the detailed design section.
Basic cross-section of the fixed carrier support is a vertical base rir:g with
an O.D. flanged conical section and an I.D. cylindrical section to provide the
required section modulus for the trunnions which are cantilevered from the
base ring.
Mounted to the I.D. of the fixed carrier is a U-shaped cross-section aluminum
manifold which forms the oil supply annulus for the star gear bearings, gear
mesh spray bars and the G.E. fan shaft thrust and roller bearings. The oil
manifold is bolted to the aft inner flange of `he fixed carrier and is sealed
on two diameters with Viton 'A' "0" rings. 011 supply line is bolted to the
aft face of the oil manifold with a two bolt flange and is sealed with a Viton
A "0" ring. The oil supply line is common for both OTW and UTW gear
assemblies. Gear mesh spray bars are mounted on the front face of the oil
supply manifold with a two bolt flange and sealed with a Viton A "0" ring.
Five axial positioned jets, located 21' from a radial line through the center
of the sun gear assembly and the center of the gear mesh spray bar, direct
oil to the sun gear teeth in the direction of sun gear rotation as shown in
Figure 2-3. Five additional axial positioned jets are located 21° from a line
through the center of the star gear assembly and the center of the gear mesh
spray bar, spraying the star gear teeth in the direction of the star gear ro-
tation.
Aluminum oil retaining sleeves inside the star gear carrier trunnions provide
cavities fed from the oil manifold. These sleeves are sealed with two O.D.
Viton A "0" rings and are retained axially with self locking Spirolox rings.
Oil flow from the cavity to the bearing is m_°ered by a radial hole in the
trunnion. An annulus and radial passages in the center of the bearing inner
race distributes oil to the bearing. Two of the oil retaining sleeves have
11
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Figure 2-3
six equally spaced holes and two close-stepped I.D.'s for accepting General
Electric engine oil tubes that lubricate the fan thrust bearing, oil seal
and sun gear spline. These are shown in Figures 3-1 and 4-1 in the subse-
quent detailed design sections.
Space is provided on the Class B (UTW) gear assembly trunnions for mounting
the General Electric supplied fan variable pitch control mechanism support
which interconnects all six trunnions. In the Class A (OTW) gear assembly,
axial space and cwo rectangular grooves located 180° apart on the O.D. ;f the
trunnion are pruvided for mounting individual supports for the General Electric
thrust bearing lubrication tubes.
Output ring gear a.ntains an internal gear and a full depth 20° pressure
angle involute external spline connected by a thin cylindrical section.
Twenty-four oil drain holes are provided in the thin section. The spline on
the forward end of the ring gear mates with an internal spline in the fan
shaft. The ring gear is positioned axially by eighteen protrusions inside
the forward and aft fan shaft members. The spline and axial length of the
ring gears are identical for the Class A (OTW) and Class B (UTW) reduction
gear units to provide fan shaft commonality.
Preliminary design phase of the program included general design layouts of
the Class A (OTW) gear assembly, Figure 2-1, and the Class B (UTW) gear as-
sembly, Figure 2-2. These configurations satisfy the required commonality
for the two units at each interface point between the reduction gear and the
eng ine.
The gear design tooth geometry was optimized to achieve a balanced design
between bending stress, Hertz stress and scoring index for the two meshes
involved, i.e., sun gear to star gear and star gear to internal gear, for
integral contact ratios of at least 2.0. Gear analyses were performed with
a computer gear program which calculates AGMA Standard bending stress per
AGMA Standard 225.01. Included in the input are the following factors for
both meshing gears: numbers of teeth, diametral pitch, pressure angle, circu-
lar tooth thickness, operating center distance, maximum normal backlash,
torque, face width, modulus of elasticity, ree.oction of addendum due to toler-
ance and break edges, addendums, dedendums an6 maximum normal protuberance of
12
cutter. The program accommodates both external meshing and internal meshing
gears, and accounts for cutter protuberance reducing tooth thickness at the
root for the calculation of the bending stress.
Gear layouts for Class A (OTW) and Class B (UTW) units were executed and con-
tinually updated as new General Electric inputs as to fan horsepower and fan
speed were evaluated to verify the geometry specified by the output of the
gear program.
The 100 percent power and 100 percent speed condition design parameters in
effect at the presentation of the preliminary design review are shown by
Table 2-5. Gear data as optimized during the preliminary design phase is
summarized in Table 2-6 and Table 2-7 for the Class A (OTW) and Class B (UTW)
reduction gears, respectively.
AGMA allowables for bending stress and contact stress for the two materials
used in the gear assemblies are shown by Table 2-8. Also listed are the
Curtiss-Wright recommended limits for minimum risk with a minimum development
program, and the values of Curtiss-Wright operating experience on production
gear sets that have extensive development background. Calculated bending and
contact stresses for the Class A (OTW) and Class B (UTW) gear assemblies most
severe experimental test engine cycle conditions as shown in Table 2-9 fall
below Curtiss-Wright operating experience on gearing.
4-.
Scoring index analyses were made to determine the suitability of the gear
geometry or the need for tooth geometry change if the values were found ex-
cessive.
Curtiss-Wright scoring evaluation is a procedure based on the works of Blok,
Kelley, Lemanski, and Curtiss-Wright scoring test development programs. The
active involute contact line is divided into one hundred equally spaced incre-
ments and the procedure determines all pertinent parameters, especially the
coefficient of friction at all points. For these calculations, the gear tooth
driving load is assumed to vary parabolically along the line of involute
action from a maximum at the pitch point to one sixth of the average value at
the first and last points of contact. Load level at these points is taken
such that the area under the load curve is the same as the area under the
13
TABLE 2-5
PRELIMINARY
(100%
DESIGN
POWER,
PHASE
100%
PARAMETERS
SPEED)
APPLICATION UTW OTW
Ratio 2.465 2.062
Turbine Power 9843 kW 13200 HP 12813 kW 17183 HP
Turbine Speed 811 rad/s 7747 rpm 834 rad/s 7962 rpm
No. of Stars 6 8
Pitch Line Vel 97.1 m/s 19118 ft/min. 119.3 m/s 23488 f t/min.
Star Speed 1108 rad/s 10577 rpm 1571 rad/s 14998 rpm
Bearing Load 33782 N 7595 lbs 26844 N 6035 lbs
Sun Gear Teeth 71 81
Star Gear Teeth 52 43
Ring Gear Teeth 175 167
Hunting Yes Yes
Non Factorizing Yes Yes
F
14
E
F
TABLE 2-6
GEAR DATA
CLASS A (OTW) UNIT
(PRELIMINARY DESIGN PHASE)
SI UNITS
SUN GEA" STAR GEAR RING GEAR
No. of Teeth 81 43 167
Module 3.5335 3.5335 3.5335
Pressure Angle, deg 21 21 21
Pitch Diameter, mm 286.2110 151.9392 590.0895
Center Distance, mm 219.1 219.1
Tooth Thick. (PD), mm 5.476 5.623 5.476
Backlash, mm .102-.152 .102-.152 .127-.203
Root Rad., mm 1.17 1.50 .53
Contact Ratio (Min.) 2.111 - 2.114
(Max. Break Edges)
Contact Ratio (Min.) 2.001 - 1.987
(No Break Edges)
Bending Stress, N1cm 2 220,532 22,262 19,212
Contact Stress, N/cm2 88,139 - 61,383
Material AMS6265 AMS6265 AMS6470
ENGLISH UNITS
SUN GEAR STAR GEAR RING GEAR
No. of Teeth 81 43 167
Diametral Pitch 7.1884 7.1884 7.1884
Press. Angle, Deg. 21 21 21
Pitch Dia.,	 in. 11.26815 5.98186 23.23187
Center Distance, in. 8.625 8.625
Tooth Thick.	 (PD), in. .2156 .2214 .2156
Backlash, in. .004-.006 .004-.006 .005-.008
Root Rad.,	 in. .046 .059 .021
Contact Ratio (Min.) 2.111 - 2.114
(No Break Edges)
Contact Ratio (Min.) 2.001 - 1.987
(Max. Break Edges)
Bending Stress, psi 32,680 32,283 27,864
Contact Stress, psi 127,835 - 89,029
Material AMS6265 AMS6265 AMS6470
L
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TABLE 2-7
GEAR DATA
CLASS B (UTW) UNIT
(PRELIMINARY DESIGN PHASE)
SI UNITS
SUN GEAR STAR GEAR RING GEAR
No. Teeth 71 52 175
Module 3.3722 3.3722 3.3722
Pressure Angle, deg. 21 21 21
Pitch Dia, mm 239.43 1	 175.36 590.14
Center Distance, mm 207.39 207.39
Tooth Thick. (PD), mm 5.3404 5.2527 5.3424
Backlash, mm .102-.152 .102-.152 .127-.203
Rood Rad., mm 1.09 1.27 .500
Contact Ratio (min.) 2.123 - 2.121
(No Break Edge)
Contact Ratio (min.) 2.006 - 1.986
(Max. Break Edge)
Bending Stress, N/cm2 24,636 24,467 20,479
Contact Stress, N/cm 2 88,637 - 56,458
Material AMS6265 AMS6265 AMS6470
ENGLISH UNITS
SUN GEAR STAR GEAR RING GEAR
No. of Teeth 71 52 175
Diametral Pitch 7.5321 7.5321 7.5321
Press Angle, deg. 21 21 21
Pitch Dia., in. 9.4263 6.9038 23.2339
Center Distance, in. 8.1650 8.1650
Tooth Thick (PD), in. .21025 .2068 .21033
Backlash, in. .004-.006 .004-.006 .005-.008
Root Radius, in. .043 .050 .020
Contact Ratio (Min.) 2.123 - 2.121
(No Break Edges)
Contact Ratio (Min.) 2.006 - 1.986
(Max. Break Edges)
Bending Stress, psi 35,731 35,386 29,703
Contact Stress, psi 128,557 - 81,885
Material AMS6265 AMS6265 AMS6470
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TABLE 2-8
GEAR MATERIAL STRESSES
ST IINTTC
BENDING CONTACT STRESS
ALMA ALLOWABLE
AMS 6265 MATERIAL
SINGLE TOOTH LOADING, N1cm2 S 	 = 38,691 Sc = 102,566
LOADING BOTH DIRECTIONS, N/cm S 	 = 26,958(70% OF SINGLE TOOTH LOADING)
AMS 6470 MATERIAL
SINGLE TOOTH LOADING, N/cm2 S 	 = 32,887
CURTISS-MIGHT RECOMMENDATION
MINIMUM RISK, N1cm2 S 	 = 24,132 Sac =	 93,079
CURTISJ ­WRIGHT OPERATING EXPERIENCE, S 	 = 41,369 Sac = 110,316
N/cm
ENGLISH UNITS
BENDING CONTACT STRESS
AGMA ALLOWABLE
AMS 6265 MATERIAL
SINGLE TOOTH LOADING S 	 = 56,117 psi Sc - 
148,760 psi
LOADING BOTH DIRECTIONS S 	 = 39,100 psi(70% OF SINGLE TOOTH LOADING)
AMS 6470 MATERIAL
SINGLE TOOTH LOADING S 
	 = 47,699 psi
CURTISS-WRIGHT RECOMMENDATION
MINIMUM RISK S 	 = 35,000 psi Sac = 135,000 psi
CURTISS-WRIGHT OPERATING EXPERIENCE S 	 = 60,000 psi Sac = 
160,000 psi
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TABLE 2 -9a
GEAR STRESSES (SI UNITS)
(EXPERDMNTAL TEST ENGINE CYCLE)
(EXTERNAL MESH)
(PKEL124INARY DESIGN PHASE)
TURBINE-rad/s
BENDING STRESS
N/cm2
CONTACT STRESS
N/cm2 DURATION-
kW SUN STAR HRS.
CLASS A	 OTW
875.5 12,813 1
833.8 17,939 31,548 31,168 104,291 1
833.8 16,657 29,291 28,939 100,492 15
833.8 14,094 24,787 240,489 92,444 15
833.8* 12,813* 22,300 22,489 88,139 150
750.4 10,250 500
625.4 6,407 1000
250.2 1,281 1000
CLASS B (UTW)
851.8 9,843 1
811.3 13,780 34,489 34,252 104,875 1
811.3 12,796 32,060 31,806 101,060 15
811.3 10,828 27,098 26,912 92,961 15
811.3* 9,843* 24,636 24,467 88,637 150
730.1 7,875 500
608.4 4,922 1000
243.4 984 1000
*100% Power, 100% Speed Condition
a:
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TABLE 2-9b
GEAR STRESSES (ENGLISH UNITS)
(EXPERIMENTAL TEST ENGINE CYCLE)
(EXTERNAL MESH)
(PRELIMINARY DESIGN PHASE)
BENDING STRESS CONTACT STRESS
TURBINE rpm si psi DURATION-
UN STARHP HRS.
CLASS A
	 OTW
8360 17183 1
7962 24056 45756 45206 151,262 1
7962 22337 42483 41.972 145,751 15
7962 18901 35950 35518 134,078 15
7962* 17183* 32343 32617 127,835 150
7166 13746 500
5972 8592 1000
2389 1718 1000
CLASS B (UTW)
13200 18134
7747 18480 50022 49679 152,108 1
7747 17160 46449 46130 146,575 15
7747 14520 39302 39032 134,828 15
7747* 13200* 35731 35486 128,557 150
6972 i0560 500
5810 6600 1000
2324 1320 1000
*100% Power, 100% Speed Condition
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average load; thus, energies are equated. The program determines the maximum
temperature within the area of contact between gear teeth; this calculated
temperature is called the "scoring index". This calculated scoring index is
then compared with an allowable "flash index temperature" for the fear. ma-
terial and lubricant. Program outputs are as follows: involute roll angles,
pinion approach ratio, lubricant viscosity, mesh loss, scoring indices, and
locations.
A scoring index was also calculated by the AGMA procedure to simplify compar-
ison with published data. AGMA 217.01 lists a gear scoring design guide for
aerospace spur gears which is divided into three bands: low scoring risk,
medium scoring risk, and high scoring risk. Based on Curtiss-Wright experi-
ence and the Curtiss-Wright scoring program, a maxi.ium permissible AGMA scor-
ing index of 300°F was established.
To establish the required oil inlet temperatures during projected flight a
parametric analysis of gear box total heat rejection at each flight condition
was made for the following oil inlet temperatures using MIL-L-23699 oil:
Class A (OTW) 358°K (185°F), 361°K (190°F) and 364°K (195°F)
Class B (UTW) 358°K (185°F), 366°K (200°F) and 372°K (210°F)
The analysis was executed for the flight cycle using the agreed upon values
of power and speed for the preliminary design phase (Table 2-3). Calculated
oil flows for both Class A (OTW) and Class B (UTW) reductiDn gears are shown
in Table 2-10.
Heat rejection and bulk oil outlet temperatures for the Class A (OTW) unit
and the Class B (UTW) unit are shown in Table 2-11 and Table 2-12, respec-
tively. Calculated power losses for bearings, gear mesh, churning and windage,
and overall efficiency for the three oil inlet temperatures for the Class A
(OTW) unit are shown in Tables 2-13, 2-14 and 2-15. Comparable data for the
Class B (UTW) unit are shown in Tables 2-16, 1-17 and 2-18. Varying the oil
temperature from 358°K (185°F) to 364°K (195°F) for the Class A (OTW) unit
and from 358°F (185°F) to 372°K (210°F) for the Class B (UTW) unit had only
minute effects on the overall efficiencies.
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TABLE 2-10
TOTAL OIL FLOWS
(PRELIMINARY DESIGN, PHASE)
MIL-L-23699 OIL
SI UNITS
UTW OTW
cm /6
OIL IN TEMPERATURES
cm /s
358°K 366°K 372°K 358°K 361°K 364°K
CONDITION (1)
314 332 34fj IDLE - TAXI 1027 1053 1090
1045 1105 1161 TAKE OFF 1580 1620 1676
1045 1105 1161 CLIMB 1580 1620 1676
941 995 1045 CRUISE 1540 1579 1634
784 829 871 DESCENT 1454 1490 1543
732 773 876 MANEUVER 1391 1426 1476
993 1050 1103 LANDING 1517 1555 1609
1045 1105 1161 THRUST REVERSE 1517 1620 1676
314 332 348 IDLE - TAXI 1027 1053 1090
F.NrT.TCN i1NTTS
UTW OTW
GALS/MIN
OIL IN TEMPERATURES
GALS/MIN
185°F 200°F 210°F 185°F 190°F 195°F
CONDITION (1)
4.97 5.26 5.51 IDLE •- TAXI 16.28 16.69 17.27
16.57 17.52 18.41 TAKE OFF 25.04 25.68 26.57
16.57 17.52 18.41 CLIMB 25.04 25.68 26.57
14.91 15.77 16.56 CRUISE 24.41 25.03 25.90
12.43 13.14 13.80 DESCENT 23.04 23.62 24.45
11.60 12.26 13.88 MANEUVER 22.04 22.60 23.39
15.74 16.64 17.48 LANDING 24.04 24.65 25.51
16.57 17.52 18.41 THRUST REt-RSE 25.04 25.68 26.57
4.97 5.26 5.51 IDLE - TAXI 16.28 16.69 17.27
(1) TABLE 2-1 % POWER AND SPEEDS,
TABLE 2-3 100% CONDITIONS
J
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TABLE 2-13
OVERALL GEAR BOX EFFICIENCY
(PRELIMINARY DESIGN PHASE)
CLASS A (OTW) UNIT
358°K (185°F) OIL IN TEMPERATURE
MIL-L-23699 OIL
SI UNITS
- kW LOSS OVERALL
POWER kW LOSS kW LOSS CHURNING EFFICIENCY
kW CONDITION (1) BRCS GEARS & WINDAGE %
2222 IDLE - TAXI 3.00 10.44 0.47 99.37
11111 TAKE-OFF 22.48 41.11 31.04 99.14
10000 CLI;,'F 22.30 37.00 27.94 99.12
7778 CRUISE 18.65 28.78 17.99 99.15
3333 DESCENT 13.22 12.33 5.21 99.07
6667 MANEUVER 12.34 26.00 9.49 99.28
6111 LANDING 19.69 22.00 14.89 99.07
7778 THRUST REVERSE 21.92 27.99 21.13 99.08
2222 1	 IDLE - TAXI 3.00 10.44 0.47 99.37
ENGLISH UNITS
HP LOSS OVERALL
POWER HP LOSS HP LOSS CHURNING EFFICIENCY
HP CONDITION (1) BRGS GEARS & WINDAGE %
2980 IDLE - TAXI 4.02 14.00 0.63 99.37
14900 TAKE-OFF 30.14 55.13 41.62 99.14
13410 CLIMB 29.91 49.62 37.46 99.12
10430 CRUISE 25.01 38.59 24.12 99.15
4470 DESCENT 17.73 16.54 6.99 99.07
8940 MANEUVER 16.55 34.87 12.73 99.28
8195 LANDING 26.40 29.50 19.97 99.07
L0430 THRUST REVERSE 29.39 37.54 28.34 99.08
2980 IDLE - TAXI 4.02 14.00 0.63 99.37
(1) TABLE 2-1 % POWERS AND SPEEDS,
TABLE 2-3 100% CONDITIONS.
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POW:
kW
2222
11111
10000
7778
333"
66
61
7"
TABLE 2-14
ERALL GEAR BOX EFFICIENCY
PRELIMINARY DESIGN PHASE)
CLASS A (OTW) UNIT
(190°F) OIL IN TEMPERATURE
MIL-L-23099 OIL
SI UNITS
BEARINGS
LOSS
kW
GEARS
LOSS
kW
WINDAGE &
CHURNING
LOSS
kW
OVERALL
EFFICIENCY
%
3.03 10.44 .47 99.37
22.76 41.11 31.04 99.14
22.59 37.00 27.93 99.12
18.90 28.78 17.99 99.15
13.39 12.33 5.21 99.07
12.50 26.67 9.73 99.26
:vG 19.94 22.00 14.89 99.07
_jST REVERSE 22.20 27.99 21.13 99.08
.)LE - TAXI 3.03 10.44 .47 99.37
y
P.NrT.TSA TTNTTS
r
CONDITION (1)
IDLE - TAXI
BEARINGS
LOSS
HP
GEARS
LOSS
HP
WINDAGE &
CHURNING
LOSS
HP
OVERALL
EFFICIENCY
4.07 14.00 0.63 99.37
TAKE-OFF 30.52 55.13 41.62 99.14
CLIMB 30.30 49.62 37.46 99.12
30	 CRUISE 25.34 38.59 24.12 99.15
4470	 DESCENT 17.95 16.54 6.99 99.07
8940	 MANEUVER 16.76 35.76 13.05 99.26
8195	 LANDING 26.74 29.50 19.97 99.07
10430	 THRUST REVERSE 29.77 37.54 28.34 99.08
2980	 IDLE - TAXI 4.07 14.00 0.63 99.37
(1) TABLE 2-1 % POWERS AND SPEEDS,
TABLE 2-3 100% CONDITIONS
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TABLE 2-15
OVERALL GEAR BOX EFFICIENCY
(PRELIMINARY DESIGN PHASE)
CLASS A (OTW)
364°K (195°F) OIL IN TEMPERATURE
MIL-L-23699 OIL
SI UNITS
WINDAGE &
BEARINGS GEARS CHURNING OVERALL
POWER LOSS LOSS LOSS EFFICIENCY
kW CONDITION (1) kW kW kW %
2222 IDLE - TAXI 3.14 10.44 .47 99.36
11111 TAKE-OFF 23.55 41.11 31.04 99.13
.10000 CLIMB 23.37 37.00 27.93 99.11
7778 CRUISE 19.53 28.78 17.99 99.14
3333 DESCENT 13.85 12.33 5.21 99.05
6667 MANEUVER 12.93 26.67 9.73 99.26
6111 LANDING 20.63 22.00 14.89 99.05
7778 THRUST REVERSE 22.97 27.99 21.13 99.07
2222 IDLE - TAXI 3.14 10.44 .47 99.36
ENGLISH UNITS WINDAGE
BEARINGS GEARS & LOSS
POWER LOSS LOSS CHURNING OVERALL
HP CONDITION (1) HP HP HP
2980 IDLE - TAXI 4.21 14.00 0.63 99.36
14900 TAKE-OFF 31.58 55.13 41.62 99.13
13410 CLIMB 31.34 49.62 37.46 99.11
10430 CRUISE 26.19 38.59 24.12 99.14
4470 DESCENT 18.57 16.54 6.99 99.05
8940 MANEUVER 17.34 35.76 13.05 99.26
8195 LANDING 27.66 29.50 19.97 99.05
10430 THRUST REVERSE 30.80 37.54 28.34 99.07
2980 IDLE - TAXI 4.21 14.00 0.63 99.36
(1) TABLE 2-1 % POWERS AND SPEEDS,
TABLF 2-3 100% CONDITIONS.
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TABLE 2-16
OVERALL GEAR BOX EFFICIENCY
(PRELIMINARY DESIGN PHASE)
CLASS B (UTW)
358°K (185°F) OIL IN TEMPERATURE
MIL-L-23699 OIL
SI UNITS
POWER
kW CONDITION (1)
BEARINGS
LOSS
kW
GEARS
LOSS
kW
WINDAGE &
CHURNING
LOSS
kW
OVERALL
EFFICIENCY
%
1849 IDLE - TAXI 0.95 8.14 0.16 99.50
9247 TAKE-OFF 9.82 32.36 16.18 99.36
8322 CLIMB 9.75 `	 29.13 14.56 99.35
6473 CRUISE 7.88 22.65 9.06 99.38
2774 DESCENT 5.30 9.71 2.62 99.36
3329 MANEUVER 4.73 11.32 2.60 99.43
5086 LANDING 8.57 17.29 7.79 99.33
6473 THRUST REVERSE 9.58 22.00 11.01 99.34
1849 IDLE - TAXI 0.95 8.14 0.16 99.50
VMrT TQ17 TIMTTQ
POWER
HP CONDITION (1)
BEARINGS
LOSS
HP
GEARS
LOSS
HP
WINDAGE &
CHURNING
LOSS
HP
OVERALL
EFFICIENCY
2480 IDLE - TAXI 1.27 10.91 0.22 99.50
12400 TAKE-OFF 13.17 43.40 21.70 99.36
11160 CLIMB 13.08 39.06 19.53 99.35
8680 CRUISE 10.57 30.38 12.15 99.38
3720 DESCENT 7.11 13.02 3.52 99.36
4464 MANEUVER 6.34 15.18 3.49 99.43
6820 LANDING 11.49 23.19 10.44 99.33
8680 THRUST REVERSE 12.85 29.51 14.76 99.34
2480 IDLE - TAXI 1.27 10.91 0.22 99.50
(1) TABLE 2-1 % POWERS AND SPEEDS,
TABLE 2-3 100% CONDITIONS.
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SI UNITS
POWER
kW CONDITION (1)
BEARINGS
LOSS
kW
GEARS
LOSS
kW
WINDAGE &
CHURNING
LOSS
kW
OVERALL
EFFICIENCY
%
1849 IDLE - TAXI 1.00 8.14 0.16 99.49
9247 TAKE-OFF 10.34 32.36 16.18 99.36
8322 CLIMB 10.27 29.13 14.56 99.35
6473 CRUISE 8.30 22.65 9.06 99.38
2774 DESCENT 5.59 9.71 2.62 99.35
3329 MANEUVER 4.98 11.32 2.60 99.39
5086 LANDING 9.02 17.29 7.79 99.32
6473 THRUST REVERSE 10.09 22.00 11.01 99.33
1849 IDLE - TAXI 1.00 8.14 0.16 99.49
TABLE 2 -17
OVERALL GEAR BOX EFFICIENCY
(PRELIMINARY DESIGN PHASE)
CLASS B (UTW)i
r
E
366°K (200°F) OIL IN TEMPERATURE
MIL-L-23699 OIL
"Voul,Lon u17110
WINDAGE &
CHURNING OVERALLBEARINGS GEARS
LOSS LOSS LOSS EFFICIENCY
POWER
HP CONDITION (1) HP HP HP
2480 IDLE - TAXI 1.34 10.91 0.22 99.49
12400 TAKE-OFF 13.87 43.40 21.70 99.36
11160 CLIMB 13.77 39.06 19.53 99.35
8680 CRUISE 11.13 30.38 12.15 99.38
3720 DESCENT 7.49 13.02 3.52 99.35
4464 MANEUVER 6.68 16.52 3.80 99.39
6820 LANDING 12.10 23.19 10.44 99.32
8680 THRUST REVERSE 13.53 29.51 14.76 99.33
2480 IDLE - TAXI 1.34 10.91 0.22 99.49
(1) TABLE 2-1 % POWER AND SPEEDS,
TABLE 2-3 100% CONDITIONS.
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TABLE 2-18
OVERALL GEAR BOX EFFICIENCY
(PRELIMINARY DESIGN PHASE)
CLASS B (UTW)
372°K (210°F) OIL IN TEMPERATURE
MIL-L-23699 OIL
SI UNITS
POWER
kW CONDITION (1)
BEARINGS
LOSS
kW
GEARS
LOSS
kW
WINDAGE &
CHURNING
LOSS
kW
OVERALL
EFFICIENCY
%
1849 IDLE - TAXI 1.05 8.51 0.17 99.47
9247 TAKE-OFF 10.92 32.36 16.18 99.35
8322 CLIMB 10.84 29.13 14.56 99.34
6473 CRUISE 8.76 22.65 9.06 99.37
2774 DESCENT 5.89 9.71 2.62 99.34
3329 MANEUVER 5.26 12.32 2.83 99.38
5086 LANDING 9.52 17.29 7.79 99.31
6473 THRUST REVERSE 10.65 22.65 9.06 99.34
1849 IDLE - TAXI 1.05 8.51 0.17 99.47
RNC1 TC14 ITMTTC
POWER
HP CONDITION (1)
BEARINGS
LOSS
HP
GEARS
LOSS
HP
WINDAGE
& LOSS
CHURNING
HP
OVERALL
2480 IDLE - TAXI 1.41 11.41 0.23 99.47
12400 TAKE-OFF 14.64 43.40 21.70 99.35
11160 CLIMB 14.54 39.06 19.53 99.34
8680 CRUISE 11.75 30.38 12.15 99.37
3720 DESCENT 7.90 13.02 3.52 99.34
4464 MANEUVER 7.05 16.52 3.80 99.38
6820 LANDING 12.77 23.19 10.44 99.31
8680 THRUST REVERSE 14.28 30.38 12.15 99.34
2480 IDLE - TAXI 1.41 11.41 0.23 99.47
(1) TABLE 2-1 % POWERS AND SPEEDS,
TABLE 2-3 100% CONDITIONS.
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Bearing size, cubic mean load, mean speed, rpm, and B 1 life in hours using
catalog dynamic capacity "C" values, for both Class A (OTW) and Class B (UTW)
flight cycle operation and test engine cycle operation are presented in Table
2-19. Bearing B 1 life is obtained by applying a material factor of 5 and a
life conversion factor of 0.23 to the calculated AFBMA B 10 life. For the sub-
mitted preliminary design flight duty cycle the bearings did not satisfy the
specification requirements of a B 1 bearing life of no less than 6,000 hours
for both Class A orW) and Class B (UTW) gear assemblies. Need for refine-
ment of the flight duty cycle definition and the maximum attainable "C" value
for the bearings was indicated.
An AGMA gear scoring index for Class A (OTW) and Class B (UTW) experimental
engine cycles was calculated and is presented in Table 2-20 for the power and
speeds from Table 2-4.
A preliminary weight analysis was made for Class A (OTW) gear assembly based
on layout LS 34808 Sheet 2, Figure 2-1, and for Class B (UTW) gear assembly
per LS 34808 Sheet 1, Figure 2-2. Results are tabulated in Table 2-21.
As discussed earlier, the stress analysis of the gears included calculation
of gear tooth bending and contact stresses by the standard AGMA methods and
comparison to allowable AGMA values as well as values based on C-W experience.
In addition, rim stresses were calculated for each gear element. The rim is
loaded by centrifugal forces, radial forces and bending moments in the plane
of the ring. Shear stresses were included where they exist. Simplifying
conservative assumptions were made throughout the analysis. Each load was
analyzed separately and the results superimposed. In this way, the various
loading effects could be investigated separately. Stresses are divided into
steady and vibratory stresses and plotted on Goodman diagrams For the re-
spective materials. Although the maximum gear tooth bending stress and the
maximum rim stress do not occur at the same location, there is some influence
of one on the other. A method of combining these stresses is used to show
that the gear elements will perform satisfactorily.
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TABLE 2-19
BEARING DATA
(PRELIMINARY DESIGN PHASE)
TYPE:	 SPHERICAL ROLLER BEARINGS
MATERIALS: OUTER RACE (AMS 6265) (SAE 9310)
ROLLERS AND INNER RACE (M50)
GEAR UNIT	 CLASS A	 OTW) CLASS B (UTW
Bearing Size 22312 22314
SI ENGLISH SI ENGLISH
Capacity, "C" 197,500 N 44,400 LBS 248,600 N 55,900 LBS
FLIGHT CYCLE
Cubic Mean Load 19,669 N 4,422 LBS 240753 N 5,565 LBS
Mean Speed 1130 rad/s 10,793 RPM 797 rad/s 71611 RPM
B1 Life 3,877 HRS 5,506 HRS
TEST ENGINE CYCLE
20,563 N 4,623 LBS 25,875 N 5,817 RPMCubic Mean Load
Mean Speed 492.5 rad/s 9,406 RPM 347 rad/s 6,629 RPM
B1 Life 3,838 HRS 5,444 HRS
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TABLE 2-20
SCORING INDEX (AGMA)
(EXPERIMENTAL ENGINE CYCLE)
(TABLE 2-4 POWER AND SPEED)
CLASS B (UTW) CLASS A (OTW)
TEST CONDITION
AT°F % FAN SPEED % FAN HP A T°F
97 105 100 118
126 100 140 154
119 100 130 145
105 100 110 128
98 100 100 119
85 90 80 104
63 75 50 76
24 30 10 29
MAX PERMISSIBLE SCORING INDEX T 
	 300°F - (OIL IN TEMPERATURE + A T)
TABLE 2-21
PRELIMINARY DESIGN WEIGHT ANALYSIS
CLASS A (OTW) CLASS B (UTW)
kg lbs kg lbs
30.24 66.67 31.76 70.01STAR GEAR SUPPORT
STAR GEAR ASSY. 35.56 78.40 37.56 82.80
SUN GEAR ASSY. 9.25 20.40 7.96 17.54
RING GEAR 9.89 21.80 11.76 25.92
TOTAL WEIGHT 84.94 187.27 89.04 196.27
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A stress analysis of the star gear carr'er support was made for the normal
torque loads as well as the loads due to expected maneuver conditions during
flight and landing. Abnormal loading caused by fan unbalance due to blade
failure was applied in addition to the normal torque loads, and the carrier
support was found to be acceptable.
The star gear carrier support and the flexible coupling were stress-analyzed
by means of a detailed shell computer program capable of calculating axisym-
metric and non-axisymmetric loading conditions. In addition to centrifugal
forces and torques the coupling had loads from the sun gear due to vehicle
maneuvers during flight and landing. Maneuver and blade out loads were ob-
tained from a complete system dynamic analysis performed by G.E. The analysis
furnished deflection values at specific locations in the system that were con-
verted to forces by calculating the associated spring values of the elements
involved.
In an epicyclic reduction gear unit, input torque is transmitted along the
pitch diameter line of the sun gear and output torque is transmitted along
'	 the pitch diameter line of the ring gear. Under load the sun and ring gear
will deflect. In order to insure uniform gear tooth loading at each mesh,
deflections of the mating teeth must be controlled. The star gear will as-
sume a position such that the forces acting along the line of contact for the
sun gear mesh and the ring gear mesh result in a balanced moment system.
Final position of the star gear as dictated by the sun and ring gear deflec-
tions should "match" the deflection of the carrier support post on which the
inner race of the star gear bearing is mounted. A good "match" can be achieved
by a proper selection of geometry of the gear tooth rim supports and the lo-
cation and orientation of the three gear elements, sun, ring and star.
Figure 2-4 shows a simplified isometric sketch of the gear mesh. The loads on
the ring gear due to centrifugal forces and mesh separating forces, will cause
the ring gear to deflect outward resulting In a slope of the ring gear in that
direction. The separating force will cause the unsupported end of the ring
gear to deflect further outward. The prassure angle of the gear tooth causes
the ring to have in effect a circumferential movement in a clockwise direction.
The sketch shows this as a gap between the star and ring tooth.
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CENTRIFUGAL AND
SEPARATING FORCES
RING
GEAR
00FjGp^OpR Q ENGINE SHAFT
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UNSUPPORTED	 END
END
GAP
UNSUPPORTED
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Figure 2.4 Gear Mesh Deflections
For the sun gear, the separating force has a greater effect than the centri-
fugal force. The resulting slope of the sun gear at the unsupported end is
inward toward the center line. Because of the gear tooth pressure angle this
radial movement would leave a clockwise gap at the forward end of the sun gear.
The two gaps just discussed would exist if the star gear deflection is as-
sumed zero.
Loading on the star gear results in a tangential load at its center which acts
on the carrier support trunnion and a third deflection must then be evaluated.
Because the carrier support is fixed and the tangential load is in the direc-
tion tangent to the sun gear rotation at the mesh, the deflection of the trun-
nion will be in the direction to reduce the ring and sun gear gaps shown. The
spherical bearing will permit the star to rotate slightly to completely match
the deflections of the sun and ring gear.
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3.0 DETAILED DESIGN - UTW ROUCTION GEAR
3.1 Mechanical Design
Results of the preliminary design phase were integrated into the General
Electric Company overall QCSEE program and after a series of updatings and
exchanges of results, the flight cycle design objectives shown in Table 3-1
were established for the UTW unit detailed design. Additional design ob-
jectives for experimental engine operation are shown in Table 3-2. Final
configuration of the UTW gear assembly is defined by Figures 3-1 (assembly),
3-2 (involute gear tooth layout) and 3 -3 (involute spline layout). Gear
speed and bearing load data at the 100 % power, 100% speed take-off conditions
are shown in Table 3-3. Basic size at 100% is 9785 kW (13,116 hp) output
with an oaitput speed of 3143 rpm and a gear ratio of 2.465:1 (7747 rpm in-
put speed). Bill of Material No. 210 is included as Appendix A. Basic gear
data, stresses and materials are shown in Table 3-4. Details of the gear
tooth involute profile modifications for the sun gear, star gear and ring
gear are shown by Figures 3-4, 3-5 and 3-6, respectively. Gear material
stresses presented in Table 2-8 are applicable to the final design. Calcu-
lated stresses expected during the experimental engine test operation are
shown in Table 3-5.
The maximum bending stress of 34 , 819 N/cm 2 (50 , 500 psi) occurs in the sun
gear during the 140% turbine power specified for one hour during the experi-
mental engine operation, a total of approximately 2.8 x 10  cycles. This is
lower than the AGMA allowable stress of 38,691 N/cm 2 (56,117 psi) for AMS
6265 material under single direction loading, Table 2-8. The maximum bending
stress in the star
2
gear of 33,653 N/cm (48 ,810 psi) occurs during the same
operation noted above for the sun gear. Although this stress is greater than
the AGMA allowable of 26,958 N/cm 2
 (39,100 psi) for loading in both direc-
tions, Table 2-8, it occurs for only 6.4 x 10 5
 cycles and is acceptable. The
maximum contact stress of 103,456 N/cm 2 (150,050 psi) occurring in the sun to
star gear mesh is only slightly greater than the AGMA allowable of 102,566
N/cm2 (148,760 psi) shown in Table 2-8 and, considering the small number of
cycles, is acceptable. The maximum ring gear stresses are well below the AGMA
allowables.
^E
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TABLE 3-1
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
DETAIL DESIGN OBJECTIVES
FLIGHT CYCLE
CONDITION POWER SPEED TIME 0*L INTEMP,e
K	 FX % X
START 0 0-30 1.11 --- ---
IDLE 10 66.81 6.89 363 194
TAKE-OFF 100 100 2.71 366 200
CLIMB 85.15 102.19 22.22 369 205
CRUISE 68.92 102.99 31.11 383 230
DESCENT 3.27 34.489 22.22 403 266
APPROACH 61.23 97.805 6.67 370 207
REVERSE 62.46 109.672 0.18 364 195
IDLE 10 66.81 6.89 363 194
100% FAN POWER
	
- 9781 kW	 13116 hp)
100% FAN SPEED 	 =	 329 rad/s	 3143 rpm
TABLE 3-2
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
DETAIL DESIGN OBJECTIVES
EXPERIMENTAL ENGINE CYCLE
% TIME % TURBINE SPEED % TURBINE POWER
1 0.04 105 100
1 0.04 100 140
15 0.56 100 130
15 0.56 100 110
150 5.59 100 100
500 18.64 90 8C
1000 37.28 75 50
1000 37.28 30 10
100% Turbine Power s 9885 kW 13256 lip)
100% Turbine Power -	 811 rad/s 7747 rpm)
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CLASS $ (UTW) REDUCTION,GEAR
Spline Layouts
Figure 3-3
TABLE 3-3
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR CHARACTERISTICS
AND 100% POWER, 100% SPEED DATA
NON-DIMENSIONAL SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS
RATIO 2.465
TURBINE POWER 9885 kw 13256 hp
TURBINE SPEED 811 rad/s 7747 rpm
GEAR PITCH LINE VELOCITY 97.1 m/s 19117 ft/min
STAR SPEED 1108 rad/s 10577 rpm
BEARING LOAD 33927 N 7627 lbs
NO. OF STARS 6
SUN GEAR TEETH 71
STAR GEAR TEETH 52
RING GEAR TEETH 175
HUNTING YES
NON FACTORIZING YES
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TABLE 3-4a
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
GEAR DATA (SI UNITS)
SUN GEAR STAR GEAR RING GEAR
NO. OF TEETH 71 52 175
MODULE 3.3722 3.3722 3.3722
PRESSURE ANGLE, DECREES 21 21 21
PITCH DIAMETER, MM 239.43 175.36 590.14
CENTER DISTANCE, MM 207.39 207.39
BASE DIA., MM 223.526 163.709 550.944
TOOTH THICK (PD), MM 5.2464 5.3467 5.2484
BACKLASH, MM .102-.152 .102-.152 .127-.203
ROOT RAD., MM 1.17
	
(MIN.)	 1	 1.35	 (MIN.)	 1	 .89 (MIN.)
CONTACT RATIO (MIN.) 2.12688 2.11796
(NO BREAK EDGES) I I
CONTACT RATIO (MIN.) 2.01047 1.98347
(MAX. BREAKEDGES)
GEAR FACE WIDTH, MM 47.1 51.5 45.9
BENDING STRESS, N/cm2 24,869 24,042
(100% POWER & SPEED) 23,366 19,595
CONTACT STRESS, N/cm2 87,329 87,329
(100% POWER & SPEED) 56,461 56,461
MATERIAL AMS6265 AMS6265 AMS6470
(SAE9310) (SAE9310)
PROFILE CORRECTION Fig. 3-4 Fig. 3-5 Fig. 3-6
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TABLE 3-4b
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
GEAR DATA (ENGLISH UNITS)
SUN GEAR STAR GEAR RING GEAR
NO. OF TEETH 71 52 175
DIAMETRAL PITCH 7.5321 7.5321 7.5321
PRESSURE ANGLE, DEGREES 21 21 21
PITCH DIAMETER, IN. 9.4263 6.9038 23.2339
CENTER DISTANCE, IN. 8.165 8.165
BASE DIA., IN. 8.80023 6.44524 21.69071
TOOTH THICK (PD), IN. .20655 .21050 .20663
BACKLASH, IN. .004-.006 .004-.006 .005-.008
ROOT RAD., IN. .046	 (MIN.)	 .053 (MIN.) .035	 (MIN.)
CONTACT RATIO (MIN) 2.12688 2.11796
NO BREAK EDGES I I
CONTACT RATIO (MIN) 2.01047 1.98347
(.010 MAX. BREAK EDGES)
GEAR FACE WIDTH - IN. 1.856 2.03 1.806
BENDING STRESS, PSI 36,070 34,870
(100% POWER & SPEED) 33,890 28,420
CONTACT STRESS, PSI 126,660 126,660
(100% POWER & SPEED) 81,890 81,890
MATERIAL AMS6265 AMS6265 AMS6470
(SAE9310) (SAE9310)
PROFILE CORRECTION Fig.	 3-4 Fig.	 3-5 Fig.	 3-6
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TABLE 3-5
CLAS., B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
GEAR STRESS DATA
EXPERIMENTAL ENGINE TEST OPERATION
(SI UNITS)
TURBINE
SPEED
rad/s
TURBINE
POWER
kW
BENDING STRESS - N /cm2 CONTACT STRESS - N /cm2
SUN STAR RING SUN/STAR STAR/RING
851.8 9,885
811.3 13,780 34,819 33,653 26,731 103,456 65,893
811.3 12,796 32,330 31,247 2,482 99,691 63,121
811.3 10,828 27,358 26,441 21,001 91,700 58,412
811.3 9,885 24,869 24,035 19,595 87,329 56,461
730.1 7,875
608.4 4,922
243.4	 1 984
(ENGLISH UNITS)
TURBINE
SPEED
RPM
TURBINE
POWER
HP
BENDING STRESS-PSI CONTACT STRESS - PSI
SUN STAR RING	 1 SUN/STAR STAR/RING
8,134 13,256
7,747 18,480 50,500 48,810 38,770 150,050 95,570
7j747 17,160 46,890 45,320 3,600 144,590 91,550
7,747 14,520 39,680 38,350 30,460 133,000 84,720
7,747 13,256 36,070 34,860 28,420 126,660 81,890
6,972 10,560
5 1 810 6,600
2,324 1,320
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The star gear bearing is a double row spherical roller type with cage-guided
symmetrical rollers. The bearing outer race is integral with the star gear.
Lubrication of the bearing is through radial passages in the center of the
inner race. Detailed data for the bearing are shown in Table 3-6. The bear-
ing calculated mean load, mean speed and resultant B I fatigue life of 6110
hours for the flight spectrum (Table 3-1) and 5780 hours for the experimental
engine operation schedule (Table 3-2) are shown in Table 3-7. The life values
are based on the standard AFBMA life calculation method for roller bearings
with a multiplying factor of 0.23 applied to convert from B 10 to B 1 life and
a factor of 5 applied for material, operating environment and oil jet lubri-
cation. A section through the bearing which also shows the oil passages ap-
pears in Figure 3-1.
Oil flows for the reduction gears and bearings for the flight duty cycle are
presented in Table 3-8. These flows are based on a variable oil supply pres-
sure which is a function of core engine speed. The estimated effective oil
supply pressures, temperatures and available flows at the reduction gear in-
let for the several engine operating conditions as supplied by General Elec-
tric are shown in Table 3-9. Maximum limit for the bearing outer race tem-
perature has been established at 422'K (300'F). Calculated maximum bearing
outer race temperature occurs during the cruise condition in the .Flight cy-
cle. The required oil flow together with the effective oil pressure at this
flight condition establishes the bearing oil flow control orifice size. The
controlling flight condition for oil flow to the gears based on gear scor:nj
criteria is take-off. Orifice sizes in the gear spray bars are based on this
requirement. Oil inlet temperatures shown in Tables 3-8 and 3-9 are the re-
sult of General Electric heat balance iterations for the reduction gear and
UTW engine.
Table 3-10 tabulates the overall UTW reduction gear efficiency for the flight
duty cycle. Losses considered in calculating the efficiency are the spherical
bearing loss, gear mesh loss and windage and churning losses. At the take-off
condition, the calculated overall efficiency is 99.3 percent which is greater
than the M50TF1611 specification of 99.2 percent for the 100 percent speed and
100 percent power operating condition.
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TABLE 3-6
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
BEARING DATA
VENDOR, PART NO.
TYPE
NO. OF ROLLERS (PER ROW)
SIZE OF ROLLERS
DYNAMIC CAPACITY, "C"
MATERIALS:
OUTER RING (INTEGRAL WITH GEAR)
INNER RING
ROLLERS
I CAGE
SKF 22314 VAR
DOUBLE ROW SPHERICAL ROLLER (SPECIAL)
14
20.5 mm X 19.65 mm
255,800 N (57,500 LBS.)
CARBURIZED AMS6265, Rc 60-63
CVM M-50 STEEL, Rc 60 MIN.
CVM M-50 .,TEEL, Rc 60 MIN.
AMS4616, SILVER PLATED
TABLE 3-7
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
BEARING LIFE DATA
FLIGHT CYCLE
MEAN LOAD (10/3 EXP.)	 23807 N 5352 lbs
MEAN SPEED	 898 rad/s 8573 rpm
B-1 LIFE
	
6110 hrs
EXPERIMENTAL ENGINE CYCLE
MEAN LOAD (10/3 EXP.)	 26147 N 5878 lbs
MEAN SPEED	 694 rad/s 6629 rpm
B-1 LIFE	 5780 t►rs
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TOTAL OIL FLOWS
FLIGHT CYCLE
(SI UNITS)
CONDITION
TOTAL STAR
BRG. 3FLOW,
cm /s
FLOW TO GEARS
(SPRAY 3BARS),
cm /s
TOTAL OIL
FLOW
cm /s
OIL IN
°K
BRG OUTER
RACE TEMP.
°K
IDLE 379 673 1052 363 385
TO 502 887 1389 366 407
CLIMB 493 896 1389 369 410
CRUISE 490 898 1388 383 422
DESCENT 397 706 1104 403 410
APPROACH 464 858 1322 370 409
REVERSE 481 878 1359 364 410
IDLE 379 673 1052 363 385
(ENGLISH UNITS)
CONDITION
TOTAL STAR
BRG. FLOW,
GAL/MIN
FLOW TO GEARS
(SPRAY BARS),
GAL/MIN
TOTAL OIL
FLOW,
GAL/MIN
OIL IN
OF
BRG OUTER
RACE TEMP
OF
IDLE 6.00 10.66 16.66 194 234
TO 7.95 14.067* 22.02 200 273
CLIMB 7.82 14.199 22.02 205 279
CRUISE 7.77* 14.231 22.00 230 300
DESCENT 6.30 11.196 17.50 266 278
APPROACH 7.35 13.595 20.95 207 276
REVERSE 7.62 13.924 21.54 195 278
IDLE 6.00 10.66 16.66 194 234
*CONTROLLING CONDITION
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TABLE 3-9
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
OIL SUPPLY DATA
(SI UNITS)
CONDITION
MAX. OIL
TEMP. - °K
AVAILABLE 3OIL
FLOW - cm /s
OIL PRESSURE
N/cm
IDLE 363 1129 15.2
TAKE-OFF 366 1514 27.6
CLIMB 369 1502 26.9
CRUISE 383 1451 25.5
DESCENT 403 1129 15.2
APPROACH 370 1394 23.4
REVERSE 364 1483 26.2
(ENGLISH UNITS)
CONDITION
MAX OIL
TEHP. - °F
AVAILABLE OIL
FLOW - GPM
OIL PRESSURE
PSI
IDLE 194 17.9 22
TAKE-OFF 200 24.0 40
CLIMB 205 23.8 39
CRUISE 230 23.0 37
DESCENT 266 17.9 22
APPROACH 207 22.1 34
REVERSE 195 23.5 38
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TABLE 3-10
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
OVERALL REDUCTION GEAR EFFICIENCY
FLIGHT CYCLE
(SI UNITS)
POWER LOSS - kW OVERALL
SPHERICAL CHURN & EFFICIENCY
CONDITION BRG GEAR MESH WINDAGE TOTAL %
IDLE 6.22 3.36 0.71 10.29 98.96
TO 14.36 36.58 18.38 69.32 99.30*
CLIMB 14.33 30.31 16.06 60.70 99.28
CRUISE 13.31 25.21 13.49 52.01 99.24
DESCENT 1.90 1.33 0.05 3.27 98.99
APPROACH 12.76 21.79 10.46 45.01 99.26
REVERSE 15.82 20.99 12.91 49.72 99.19
IDLE 6.22 3.36 0.71 10.29 98.96
*SPEC 99.20%
(ENGLISH UNITS)
POWER LOSS - HP OVERALL
SPHERICAL CHURN & EFFICIENCY
CONDITION BRG GEAR MESH WINDAGE TOTAL %
IDLE 8.34 4.51 0.947 13.80 98.96
TO 19.26 49.05 24.65 92.96 99.30*
CLIMB 19.22 40.64 21.54 81.40 99.28
CRUISE 17.85 33.81 18.09 69.75 99.24
DESCENT 2.55 1.78 0.063 4.39 98.99
APPROACH 17.11 29.22 14.03 60.36 99.26
REVERSE 21.21 28.15 17.31 66.67 99.19
IDLE 8.34 4.51 0.947 13.80 98.96
*SPEC 99.20%
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Total heat rejection for the flight duty cycle, delta rise in bulk oil tem-
perature, and the temperature of the bulk oil resulting with oil flows and in-
let supply temperatures shown in Table 3-9 are presented in Table 3-11.
Table 3-12 tabulates the AGMA scoring index and Table 3-13 tabulates the
Curtiss-Wright scoring index for each flight duty cycle operating condition.
The two approaches to scoring index calculation and evaluation were discussed
in Section 2.2. Based on Curtiss-Wright experience, the maximum scoring in-
dex (AGIfA 300°F, C-W 322°F) shown for the cruise part of the flight cycle is
acceptable.
The Curtiss-Wright approach to the controlled deflection of the gear compo-
nents under load to insure uniform loading across the face width of all mating
gears discussed in Section 2.2 is carried into the UTW reduction gear de-
tailed design. Gear and support section modulii were selected that provide
relatively close gear and tooth deflection compatibility at each gear mesh.
The calculated deflections are discussed in detail in Section 3.3.
Calculated UTW gear tooth load line operating positions relative to the star
gear pitch line for the ring-to-star and sun-to-star meshes are shown in Fig-
ure 3-7. The displacements are the summation of deflections resulting from
the operating centrifugal forces, gear tooth radial separating forces and
tangential gear tooth loads. The difference in displacements over the length
of the teeth results in slopes of the load line relative to the axis of the
gear of 0.001080 and 0.001066 for the ring and sun gear meshes, respectively.
Since the star gear is supported by a spherical bearing it is free to seek
a balanced moment load position, a rotation of 0.015 mm (0.00062 inches)
relative to the plane of the inner race measured at the star gear pitch line.
The star gear carrier support trunnion deflects under load in the direction
that improves the alignment between the star gear and the bearing inner race.
Taking the trunnion deflection into consideration the star gear operating
axis and the fixed carrier support trunnion axis at 100% power and 100% speed
coincide within 0.00879mm (0.000346 inches), the difference between the support
deflected position and the gear tooth position shown in Figure 3-8. This
very small amount of misalignment between the planes of the star gear and the
star gear bearing inner race is readily accommodated by the spherical roller
bearing.
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TABLE 3-11
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
HEAT REJECTION
FLIGHT CYCLE
(SI UNITS)
CONDITION
TOTAL LOSS
kW
DELTA
RISE IN BULK
OIL TEMP.°K
OIL IN
TEMP. °K
BULK OIL
TEMP.°K
IDLE 10.28 4.92 363 368
TO 69.24 25.22 366 391
CLIMB 60.63 22.17 369 391
CRUISE 52.01 19.38 383 403
DESCENT 3.27 1.57 403 405
APPROACH 44.99 17.10 370 387
REVERSE 49.70 18.43 364 382
IDLE 10.28 4.92 363 368
(ENGLISH UNITS)
CONDITION
TOTAL LOSS
BTU/MIN
DELTA
RISE IN BULK
OIL TEMP OF
OIL IN
TEMP O F
BULK OIL
TEMP OF
IDLE 585 8.85 194 203
TO 3940 45.39 200 245
CLIMB 3450 39.90 205 245
CRUISE 2960 34.89 230 265
DESCENT 186 2.82 266 269
APPROACH 2560 30.78 207 238
REVERSE 2828 33.18 195 228
IDLE 585 8.85 194 203
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TABLE 3-12
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
AGMA SCORING INDEX
FLIGHT CYCLE
CONDITION
OIL IN TEMP
OF
AGMA d T
OF
AGMA SCORING INDEX
OF
IDLE 194 18.27 212
TO 200 92.84 293
CLIMB 205 81.86 287
CRUISE 230 69.71 300
DESCENT 266 9.30 275
APPROACH 207 64.63 272
REVERSE 195 63.74 259
IDLE 194 18.27 212
TABLE 3-13
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
CURTISS-WRIGHT SCORING INDEX
FLIGHT CYCLE
CONDITION
OIL IN TEMP
OF
C-W SCORING INDEX - OF
RING-STAR MESH SUN-STAR MESH
IDLE 194 204 217
TO 200 252 322
CLIMB 205 250 312
CRUISE 230 270 322
DESCENT 266 272 260
APPROACH 207 243 290
REVERSE 195 229 274
IDLE 194 204 217
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Table 3-14 tabulates the summary of the weight analysis. The calculated UTW
unit installed weight as supplied by Curtiss-Wright is 92.63 kg (204.23
pounds). The detailed weight breakdown by part is given in Appendix B.
Table 3-15 tabulates weight reduction items to be considered for a production
type reduction gear and these features would save a calculated 6.50 kg (14.36
pounds) and result in a future weight of 86.13 kg (189.87 pounds) for the UTW
gear assembly. Further reduction in weight is possible with additional de-
velopment effort directed toward a specific operating requirement.
3.2 Stress Analysis
AGMA gear stresses are presented in the preceding discussion and data. Ad-
ditional stress analyses and evaluations for the gears, carrier support and
flexible coupling were performed and are discussed In detail in this section
of the report.
3.2.1 Gear Tooth Bending Stress
Maximum gear tooth stresses for 100 and 140% design torque are plotted on a
Goodman diagram in Figure 3-9 for the sun and star gears, and Figure 3-10
for the ring gear. Three allowable curves are shown; the AGMA, Curtiss-Wright
Experience, and the Minimum Material Properties. The Curtiss-Wright Experi-
ence curve represents the allowable design data that has been used at Curtiss-
Wright for over three decades in the design of aircraft planetary reduction
gear sets that have experienced years of satisfactory operation.
The design points fall within the AGMA allowables. For the 140% torque con-
dition, which may be run during the experimental engine test stand operation,
the star gear stress falls within the C-W experience range and is not expected
to present any difficulties. Sun and ring gear stresses fall within the con-
servative AGMA allowables.
3.2.2 Backing Stresses
Sun Gear - Major loads on the sun gear come from the six star gears and cen-
trifugal forces. The star gear mesh results in discrete radial and tangential
forces, as well as torque loads, on the sun gear. Resulting sun gear backing
51
TABLE 3-14
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
WEIGHT SUMMARY
BASIC
MATERIAL KILOGRAMS POUNDS
SUN GEAR ASSEMBLY STEEL 10.34 22.79
RING GEAR STEEL 13.56 29.90
STAR NUTS STEEL 1.74 3.83
CARRIER SUPPORT STEEL 22.17 48.88
STARS STEEL 41.39 91.25
STARWASHER STEEL .13 .29
MANIFOLD ALUMINUM 1.54 3.40
SPRAY BARS STEEL .21 .47
MISCELLANEOUS HARDWARE - 1.55 3.42
TOTAL 92.63 204.23
TABLE 3-15
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
FLIGHT UNIT WEIGHT REDUCTION
(1)	 Integrate star gear carrier support and G.E. reduction gear
support from fan frame to eliminate interface flange, bolts
and nuts.
(2)	 Make carrier support of titanium.
Resulting system weight reduction:
kg lbs
FLANGE 1.27 2.81
BOLTS AND NUTS .57 1.26
CARRIER SUPPORT MATERIAL 4.66 10.29
TOTAL 6.50 14.36
s7 M'_
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stresses are shown in Table 3-16. Radial load at each mesh of the gear will
cause bending stresses in the ring, compression in the outer surface around
the point of load application (greatest in tooth fillets) and tension in an
area between loads. Tangential load on the gear tooth will result in a bend-
ing moment in the backing ring. The moment will cause tensile stress in the
surface at the base of the tooth on the load application side and compressive
stress on the opposite side. The moment is calculated by placing the tan-
gential load (divided by the contact ratio) at the tip of the tooth.
Since the sun gear spline is not axially in the plane of the gear teeth, a
toroidal moment is set up at each gear mesh. Table 3-16 shows the various
stress values for the areas of high stress shown in Figure 3-11. The "front"
location in Table 3 -16 is identified as "I" in Figure 3-12 and the "back"
location is identified as "II". Principal stresses are first calculated in-
eluding the effect of any shear stresses and then the equivalent stress is
calculated.
All parts have been analysed using the criterion of failure by yielding called
"Maximum Energy of Distortion Theory", also called "R. von Miss$ Criterion"
which is discussed in Appendix E. Maximum and minimum values of equivalent
stress are used to calculate the steady and vibratory components that are
plotted on a Goodman diagram. Figure 3-13 shows the vibratory stresses for
the sun gear without any stress concentration factors. Vibratory stresses
would have to be multiplied by factors of 6 and larger before the allowable
curve would be reached. Since the stress concentration factors for the gear
are much lower than 6 the backing stresses in the sun gear are acceptable.
Stresses at points (5) and (6), Figure 3-11, would have a vibratory component
equal to 2.2 times the steady torque before the minimum allowable material
properties would be reached.
Table 3-17 shows the backing stresses for the sun gear at 100% speed and 140;
design torque. Centrifugal stresses are the same as those shown on Table 3-16
but all other stresses are increased by 40%. The stresses are combined and
the range of equivalent stress is plotted as steady and vibratory stress on
s
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TABLE 3-16a
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
SUN GEAR BACKING STRESSES (N/cm 2)(SI UNITS)
100% SPEED (811 RAD/S) 100% TORQUE (1234 N-m)
Stress Circumferential Stress
At Mesh BetweenArea Load
(Fig.3-11) Type Meshes Longitudinal Shear EquivalentFront Back
Rad - 5,066 - 5,066 + 1,067 - -
Tang + 4,589 - 4,589 - - - + 6,729
1 Centri + 9,028 + 9,028 + 9,028 - - + 5,361
T.M. + 1,995 + 1,995 + 1,995 - -
Total +10,546 + 1,368 +12,091 - -
Rad + 3,888 + 3,888 -	 3,472 - -
Tang - 5,283 + 5,283 - - + 1,517
2 Centri + 9,028 + 9,028 + 9,028 - - +13,081
T.M. +	 843 +	 843 +	 843 - - + 6,163
Total + 8,476 +19,063 + 6,399 - + 1,517
Rad + 3,888 + 3,888 - 3,472 - -
Tang - 5,283 + 5,283 - - + 7,445 +19,201
3 Centri + 9,028 + 9,028 + 9,028 - 3,935 - + 4,279
T.M. -	 843 -	 843 -	 843 - -
Total + 6,789 +17,356 + 4,710 - 3,935 + 7,445
Rad - 3,888 - 3,888 + 3,472 - -
Tang + 5,283 - 5,283 - - + 7,445
I
+15,073
4 Centri + 9,028 + 9,028 + 9,028 + 3,935 - + 1,409
T.M. -	 843 -	 843 -	 843 - -
Total + 9,580 9F7 +11,657 + 3,935 + 7,445
5 Total 4,414 4,414 + 4,414 + 3,926 10,290 18,308
(Tang)
6 Total + 2,437 + 2,437 + 2,437 - 2,842 10,290 18,401
(Tang)
Abbreviations:
Radial	 - Rad	 Centrifugal	 - Centri
Tangential - Tang	 Toroidal 'lomvnt	 - 'r.M.
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TABLE 3-16b
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
SUN GEAR BACKING STRESSES (PSI) (ENGLISH UNITS)
100% SPEED (7747 RPM) 1007. TORQUE (107,392 IN-LB)
Stress Circumferential Stress
Area At Mesh Between
(Fig.3-11)Load Meshes Longitudina" Shear EquivalentFront	 Back
Rad - 7 0348	 - 7,348 + 1 9548 - -
Tang + 6,656	 - 6,656 - - - + 9,760
1 Centri +13,094	 +13,094 +13,094 - - + 7,776
T.M. + 2,894	 + 2,894 + 2,894 - -
Total +159296	 + 1,984 +17 9536 - -
Rad + 5,639
	 + 5,639 - 5,036 - -
Tang - 7,663	 + 7,663 - - + 2,200
2 Centri +13,094
	 +13,094 +13,094 - - +18,972
T.M. + 1,223	 + 1,223 + 1,223 - - + 8,939
Total +12,29a'	 1 .27,649 + 9,281 - + 2,200
Rad + 5,639
	
+ 5,639 - 5,036 - -
Tang - 7,663	 + 7,663 - - +10,798 +27,849
3 Centri +13,094	 +13,094 +13,094 - 5,707 - + 6,206
T.M. - 1,223	 - 1,223 - 1,223 - -
Total + 9,847	 +25,173 + 6,832 - 5 0 707 +10,798
Rad - 5,639	 - 5,639 + 5,036 - -
Tang + 7,663	 - 7,663 - - +10,798 +21,862
4 CE,ntri +13,094	 +13,094 +13,094 + 5,707 - + 2,043
T.M. - 1,223	 - 1,223 - 1,223 - -
Total 1 +13,895	 - 1,431 +16,907 + 5,707 +10,798
5 Total 6,402	 6,402 + 6,402 + 5,694 14,924 26,554
(Tang)
6 Total + 3,535	 + 3,535 + 3,535 - 4,122 14,924 26,688
(Tang)
Abbreviations:
Radial	 - Rad
	
Centrifugal	 - Centri
Tangential. - Tang	 Toroidal Moment - T.M.
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ENGINE --- _
ONUMBERS IDENTIFY STRESS ANALYSIS AREAS, TABLES 3-16 AND 3-17.
REFERENCE 100% SPEED AND LOAD DATA
DATA ITEM DATA ITEM MAGNITUDE
ENGLISH UNITS	 SI UNITS
100% SPEED 7,747 RPM 811 RAD/S
100% TORQUE 107,392 IN./LB 12,134 N-M
TANGENTIAL LOAD 3,798 LBS/STAR 16,894 N/STAR
RADIAL LOAD 1,458 LBS/STAR 6,486 N/STAR
Figure 3-11. Sun Gear High Stress Areas (Identification For Tables 3-16
& 3-17) Class B (UTW) Reductior. Gear.
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t	 TABLE 3-17a
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
SUN GEAR BACKING STRESSES (N/cm2)(SI UNITS)
100% SPEED (811 RAD/S) 140% TORQUE (16,987 N-m)
J
Stress Circumferential Stress
Area At Star Between
(Fig. 3-11) Load Stars Longitudinal Shear EquivalentFront Back
Rad - 7,093 - 7,093 + 1,494
Tang + 6,425 - 6,425 -
1 Centri + 9,028 + 9,028 + 9,028 + 5,812
T.M. + 2,794 + 2,794 + 2,794 + 7,508
Total +11,154 - 1,695 +13,320
Rad + 5,443 + 5,443 - 4,861 - -
Tang - 7,397 + 7,397 - - + 2,124
2 Centri + 9,028 + 9,028 + 9,028 - - +14,915
T.M. + 1,180 + 1,180 + 1,180 - - + 8,425
Total + 8,255 +23,048 + 5,346 + 2,124
Rad + 6,707 + 6,708 - 3,400
Tang - 7,397 + 7,397 - - +10,424
3 Centri + 9,028 + 9,028 - 9,028 - 5,509 - -25,493
T.M. - 1,180 - 1,180 - 1,180 + 5,512
Total + 7,159 +21,952 + 4,447 - 5,509 +19,424
Rad - 6,708 - 6,708 + 3,400 - -
Tang + 7,397 - 7,397 - - -10,424 +20,626
4 Centri + 9,028 + 9,028 + 9,028 - -
T.M. - 1,180 - 1,180 - 1,180
Total + 8,536 - 6,257 +11,248 + 5,509 +10,424
5 Tang + 6,180 + 6,180 + 6,180 + 5,497 +14,406 25,633
6 Tang + 3,412 _ 3,412 + 3,412 - 3,378 +14,406 25,761
Abbreviations:
Radial	 - Rad	 Centrifugal	 - Centri
Tangential - Tang	 Toroidal	 - T.M.
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TABLE 3-17b
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
SUN GEAR BACKING STRESSES (PSI) (ENGLISH UNITS)
100% SPEED (7747 RPM) 140% TORQUE (150 9349 IN-F.B)
Stress Circumferential Stress
At Star BetweenArea
(Fig.3-11)Load Stars Longitudinal Shear EquivalentFront Back
Rad -109287 -10 9287 + 20167
Tang + 9 9318 - 9,318 -
1 Centri +13,094 +13 9094 +13,094 + 89430
T.M. + 4 0052 + 4 8 052 + 4,052 +10,889
Total +16,177 - 2,459 +19,319
Rad + 7,895 + 7,895 - 7 9 050 - -
Tang -10,728 +10,728 - - + 39080
2 Centri +13 9 094 +13,094 +13,094 - +210633
T.M. + 1 9 712 + 1 9 712 + 1,712 - - +120220
Total +11,973 +33,429 + 7 0756 + 3,080
Rad + 9 9 729 + 9,729 - 4,932 -
Tang -10,728 +10 9 728 - - +151,119
3 Centri +13,094 +13,094 +13 1,094 - 7,990 - +36,974
T.M. - 1,712 - 1,712 - 1 9 712 + 7,944
Total +10,383 +31,839 + 6,450 - 7,990 +15,119
Rad - 9,729 - 9,729 + 4,932 - -
Tang +109728 -10,728 - - +159119 +29,915
4 Centri +13,094 +13,094 +13,094 + 7 9 990 - +	 159
T.M. - 1 9 712 - 1,712 - 1,712 -
Total +12 9381 - 9,075 +16 0 314 + 7,990 +159119
5 Tang + 8,963 + 8,963 + 8 9 963 + 7,972 +20,894 37,177
6 Tang + 4 9 949 + 4 9 949 + 4,949 - 5 9 770 +20,894 37,363
Abbreviations:
Radial	 - Rad	 Centrifugal	 - Centri
Tangential - Tang	 Toroidal Moment - T.M.
k-
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Figure 3-13. Backing stresses in the sun gear will present no problem when
the reduction gear is operated at 140% design torque at 100% speed.
Vibratory margin, that is, the allowable vibratory stress divided by the cal-
culated vibratory stress, is over 5.0 and is much larger than any stress con-
centration factor that might exist. For point (5) the vibratory torque would
have to be over twice the design torque to reach the allowable limit.
Ring Gear - Major loads on the ring gear are the radial loads, the tangential
loads and the centrifugal forces. Stresses were calculated at specific lo-
cations as noted in Figure 3-14 for each of the major loads. The bending
stresses in the ring gear due to the radial loads were believed to be con-
servatively calculated by assuming no restraint from the adjacent shell and
spline of the General Electric furnished fan drive components. Stresses were
calculated for the ring gear under the influence of centrifugal forces and
radial loads (by use of a well-proven shell computer program) and found to be
small, less than 4136 N/cm 2 (6000 psi) in the meridial direction. Tables
3-18 and 3-19 show the breakdown of individual stresses for 100% design speed
and 100% and 140% design torque, respectively. The stresses are converted to
equivalent stresses and the resulting steady and vibratory components are
plotted on the Goodman diagram shown on Figure 3-15. Backing stresses are
higher on the ring gear than the sun gear primarily due to the stresses caused
by the radial loads. At points (1) and (3) where stress concentration factors
would exist, the vibratory margin is over 3.3 for the design condition and 2.4
for the 140% torque operating point. Since the basic analysis is believed to
be conservative, these margins are considered satisfactory.
Calculated shear stress in the cylindrical section between the ring gear and
spline is 2710 N/cm 2 (3932 psi). Application of any reasonable stress con-
centration factor for the 9.53 mm (.375 inch) diameter radial holes (polished
edges) in this section still results in a relatively low stress value in this
area.
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vENGINE-----
Ol NUMBERS IDENTIFY STRESS ANALYSIS AREAS, TABLES 3-18 AND 3-19
REFERENCE 100% SPEED AND LOAD DATA
DATA ITEM
DATA ITEM MAGNITUDE
ENGLISH UNITS	 SI UNITS
100% SPEED 3,143 RPM 329 RAD/S
100% TORQUE 264,704 IN./LB 29,908 N-M
TANGENTIAL LOAD 3,798 LBS/STAR 16,894 N/STAR
RADIAL LOAD 1,458 LBS/STAR 6,486 N/STAR
Figure 3-14. Ring Gear High Stress Areas (Identification For Tables 3-18 &
3-19) Class B (UTW) Reduction Gear.
TABLE 3-18a
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
RING GEAR BACKING STRESSES (N/cm 2)(SI UNITS)
100% SPEED (329 RAD/S); 100% TORQUE (29908 N-M)
Circumferential Stress
At Star Between
Front Back Stars Equivalent
Point Load N/cm2 N/cm2 N/cm2 Longitudinal Shear N/cm2
Rad -12,857 -12,857 + 8,144
Tang + 4,941 - 4,941 -
1 Centri +19,670 +10,670 +10,670
T.M. + 2,355 + 2,355 + 2,355
Total + 5,108 - 4,773 +21,169 + 8,198
+12,971
Rad +17,010 +17,010 - 6,988
Tang - 5,725 + 5,725
2 Centri +10,670 +10,670 +10,670
T.M. +	 598 +	 598 +	 598
Total +22,553 +34,004 + 4,270 +19,137
+14,867
Rad + 6,760, + 6,769 - 5,057 +	 276 -
Tang - 1,995 + 1,995 - - +2,503
3 Centri +10,670 +10,670 +10,670 -
T.M. - 2,282 - 2,282 - 2,282 - -
Total +13,162 +17,152 + 3,330 +	 276 +2,503 +10,761
+ 6,389
Abbreviations:
Radial
	
- Rad	 Centrifugal
	 - Centri
Tangential - Tang 	 Toroidal Moment - T.M.
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TABLE 3-18b
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
RING GEAR BACKING STRESSES (PSI)(ENGLISH UNITS)
100% SPEED (3143 RPM); 100% TORQUE (264,704 IN-LB)
Stress
Area Circumferential Stress
(Fig.3-14) At Star Between
Point Load Stars Longitudinal Shear EquivalentFront Back
Rad -18,648 -18,648 +11,812
Tang + 7,166 - 7,166 -
1 Centri +15,475 +15,475 +15,475
T.M. + 3,416 + 3,416 $ 3,416
Total + 7,409 - 6,923 +30,703 +11,890
+18,813
Rad +24,671 +24,671 -10,150
Tang - 8,304 + 8,304
2 Centri +15,475 +15,475 +15,475
T.M. +	 868 +	 868 +	 868
Total +32,710 +49,318 + 6,193 +27,756
+21,563
Rad + 9,818 + 9,818 - 7,335 +	 401 -
Tang - 2,893 + 2,893 - - +3,631
3 Centri +15,475 +15,475 +15,475 - -
T.M. - 3,310 - 3,310 - 3,310 - -
Total +19,090 +24,876 + 4,830 +	 401 +3,631 +15,608
+ 9,267
Abbreviations:
Radial	 - Rad	 Centrifugal
	 - Centri
Tangential - Tang 	 Toroidal Moment - T.M.
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TABLE 3-19a
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
RING GEAR BACKING STRESSES (N/cm 2)(SI UNITS)
100% SPEED (329 RAD/S); 140% TORQUE(41,871 N-MO)
Stress
I
Circumferential Stress
At Star BetweenArea
(Fig.3-14)Load Stars Longitudinal Shear EquivalentFront Back
Rad -18,000 -18,000 +11,402
Tang + 6,917 - 6,917 -
1 Centri. +10,670 +10,670 +10,670 7,206
T.M. + 3,297 + 3,297 + 3,297
-18,156
Total + 2,883 -10,950 +25,362
Rad +23,814 +23,814 - 9,797
Tang - 8,015 - 8,015 - +22,520
2 Centri +10,670 +10,670 +10,670
T.M. +	 83b +	 838 838 +20,810
Total +27,306 +43,329 + 1,710
Rad +13,212 +13,212 + 7,080 +	 387 -
Tang - 2,792 + 2,792 - - + 3,449
3 Centri +10,670 +10,670 +10,670 - -
T.M. - 3,195 - 3,195 - 3,195 - - +13,912
Total +17,895 +23,480 +	 394 +	 387 + 3,449 +10,072
Abbreviations:
Radial	 - Rad	 Centrifugal
	 - Centri
Tangential - Tang
	 Toroidal Moment - T.M.
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TABLE 3-19b
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
RING GEAR BACKING STRESSES (PSI)(ENGLISH UNITS)
100% SPEED (3143 RPM) 140% TORQUE (370,586 IN-LB)
Stress Circumferential Stress
Area At Star Between
(Fig. 3-14) Load Stare Longitudinal Shear EquivalentFront Back
Red -26,107 -26,107 +16,537
Tang +10,032 -10,032 -
1 Centri +15,475 +15 9475 +15 0475 10,451
T.M. + 4,782 + 4,782 + 4,782 ±269333
Total + 4 9 182 -15 9 882 +36,784
Red +340539 +34,539 -141,210
Tang -110625 +11 0 625 - +32,662
2 Centri +15,475 +15,475 +15,475
T.M. + 1 0 215 + 1,215 + 1,215 +30,182
Total +39,604 +62,844 + 2,480
Rad +19,163 +19,163 -10,269 +	 561 -
Tang - 4,050 + 4,050 - - + ;,003
3 Centri +15,475 +15,475 +15,475 -
T.M. - 4,634 - 4,631. - 4,634 - -
Total +25,954 ,-34,054 +	 572 +	 561 + 5,003 +20,177
+14,608
Abbreviations:
Radial	 - Rad
	 Centrifugal
	 - Centri
Tangential - T-ng
	 Toroidal Moment - T.M.
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Star Gear - Analysis of the backing stresses in the star gear was identical
to that performed on the sun and ring gears with the exception that there is
no toroidal moment applied. In calculating the effect of radial loads,
forces are applied at two locations 180" apart. The bearing radial clearance
is taken into consideration since it limits the amount of radial deflection
caused by the gear tooth separating forces.
Table 3-20 shows the detailed star gear backing stresses for both the 100%
and 140% design torque operation for the specific locations as noted in Fig-
ure 16. The Goodman diagram for the gear material, AMS 6265, is shown on
Figure 3-17 for the two points at which the stresses are calculated. The
lowest vibratory margins are over 7.0 for both the design torque condition
and the 140% torque, a stress situation which is satisfactory.
3.2.3 "Combined" Stress
Curtiss-Wright practice has been to analyze the gear tooth bending stress ac-
cording to AGMA methods and compare it to C-W allowables. The gear backing
stresses are calculated in the manner described above and plotted on Goodman
diagrams for minimum material properties. if both stress values show .,aris-
factory margins when compared to their respective allowables, the gear compo-
nent is considered satisfactory.
In response to a request from General Electric to "combine" the effect of the
gear tooth bending and gear backing stresses, several methods were reviewed.
The method selected is a conservative technique since it actually adds ti.e
two effects even through the locations of maximum stresses are not coincident.
It should be noted that the following discussion of combined stress is not a
rigorous calculation of the actual stresses that exist but is a conservative
estimate of them.
Sun Gear - In order to combine the tooth bending stress and the backing stress
a more detailed view of stresses in the gear must be taken. Figure 3-12
shows the gear load acting on a particular tooth of the sun gear. Locations
identified as "A" ace points of maximum toot.i bet,iing stress. The subscript 1
implies tensile stresses and the subscript 2 (o„ the opposite side of the
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VTABLE 3-20a
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
STAR GEAR BACKING STRESSES (N/cm 2)(SI UNITS)
100% SPEED 1,108 RAD/S
100% Tor ue	 1,481 N-m
Str ,ss
Area At Mesh Between
(Fig.3-16)	 Load Meshes EquivalentFront Back
Rad. - 3,697 - 3,697 2,110
1 Tang. + 3,320 3,320 - 4,888
Centri + 7,341 + 7,341 + 7,341 + 4,564
Total +69,637 325 9,451
Rad + 3,564 3,564 - 2,034
2 Tang - 3,201 3,201 - 9,706
Centri + 7,341 + 7,341 + 7,341 + 4,400
Total + 7,704 +14,167 + 5,307
140% Torque	 2,074	 N-m
Rad. - 5,176 - 5,176 2,954
1 Tang. - 4,648 - 4,648 - 3,906
Centri. + 7,341 + 7,341 + 7,341 6,389
Total + 6,813 - 2,483 +10,295
Rad. + 4,990 + 4,990 - 2,848
2 Tang. - 4,481 + 4,480 - +10,652
Centri. + 7,341 + 7,341 + 7,341
Total + 7,850 +16,811 _ 4,493 + 6,159
Abbreviations:
Radial	 - Rad
Tangential - Tang
Centrifugal - Centri
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TABLE 3-20b
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
STAR GEAR BACKING STRESSES (PSI)(ENGLISH UNITS)
100% SPEED (10,577 RPM)
100% Tor ue	 13,110 In.Lb.
Stress Area
(Fig. 3-16) Load At Mesh Between
Front Back Meshes Equivalent
Rad. -5,362 -5,362 +3,060
1 Tang. +4,815 -4,815 - +7,089
Centri +10,647 +10,647 +10,647 +6,619
Total +10,100 +470 +13,707
Rad. +5,169 +5,169 -2,950
2 Tang -4,642 +4,642 - +14,078
Centr. +10,647 +10,647 +10,647 +6,381
Total +11,174 +20,458 +7,697
140% Torque	 18,354 In.-Lb.
Rad. -7,507 -7,507 +4,284
1 Tang. +6,741 -6,741 - +5,665
Centri. +10,647 +10,647 +10,647 +9,266
Total +9,881 -3,601 +14,931
Rad. +7,237 +7,237 -4,130
2 Tang. -6,499 +6,498
- +15,450
Centri. +10,647 +10,647 +10,647
Total +11,385 +24,382 +6,517 +8,933
Abbreviations:
Radial	 - Rad
Tangential	 - Tang
Centrifugal - Centri
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Ul NUMBERS IDENTIFY STRESS ANALYSIS AREAS, TABLE 3-20
REFERENCE 100% SPEED AND LOAD DATA
DATA ITEM
DATA ITEM MAGNITUDE
ENGLISH UNITS SI UNITS
100% RPM 10,577 RPM 1,108 RAD/S
100% TORQUE 13,110 IN./LBS 1,481 N-M
TANGENTIAL LOAD 3,798 LBS 16,894 N
RADIAL LOAD 1,458 LBS 6,486 N
Figure 3-16. Star Gear High Stress Areas (Identification For Table 3-20)
Class B (UTW) Peduction Gear.
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loaded tooth) implies compressive stress. The "B" locations are backing or
"valley" stresses. At a given instant of time, the notation "I" identifies
the stresses in the valley (also identified as circumferential stress at mesh,
front, on Table 3-16), and loaded side of the loaded tooth. The notation "II"
identifies the back side of the loaded tooth and its associated valley
stresses. The stresses away from the loaded tooth are identified as "III".
Stress value locations shown in Table 3-21 correspond to the notations de-
scribed. The gear tooth bending stress for the sun gear is 24,869 N/cm2
(36,070 psi) which includes a stress concentration factor (1.91 in this case).
This value is entered as a tensile stress at "I" and a compressive stress at
"II". At point "II" the value of Al is zero because there is no gear load
on that tooth at that instant of time. That is also the reason that A 2 is
zero at point "I". At point "III", there is no load on any adjacent teeth
and both Al
 and A2 are zero. Valley stresses are from Table 3-16 with a
stress concentration factor of 1.5 applied. The values for "B" at points
"II" and "III" are from the first, second and third columns of Table
3-16. It should be noted that the tangential stress is tension on the loaded
side and compression on the unloaded side.
For point "I" the stress from the first column is totaled including a tensile
stress contribution from the gear tangential load. The tangential load on
the gear causes a compressive stress at point "II" which is added algebraicall;
to the stresses resulting from the radial load, centrifugal force and toroidal
moment. The stresses at A l , A2 and B are added together for the three points
of interest, I, II and III in Table 3-21. From these values a stress range
is determined and finally a mean and vibratory stress is calculated and plotted
on a Goodman diagram for AMS 6265 material, Figure 3-18. The "combined"
stress data for the sun gear is plotted on this figure foi: both 100% and 140%
design torque operation. With the conservative approach used to estimate the
stresses, the resulting vibratory margin of 1.41 for 100% torque is very
satisfactory. The margin for the 140% torque point is 1.03. The Goodman
diagram was drawn for the base material and the endurance strength can be in-
c-ease,i by 15% dur to the shot peening that will be applied to the valley
area. Therefore, the 140% torque operation is considered satisfactory.
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sTABLE 3-21a
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
SUN GEAR "COMBINED" STRESS (N/cm 2)(SI UNITS)
100% SPEED (811 RAD/S)
INCLUDES STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS
100 % TORQUE
Location
(Fig.3-12) I II III Equivalent
Al +24,869 0 0
A2 0 -24,869 0
B +15,819 + 2,052 +18,136 + 8,936
Total +40,689 -22,816 +18,136 +31,753
140 % TORQUE
Location
(Fig.3-12) I II III Equivalent
Al +34,817 0 0
A2 0 -34,817 0 + 7,094
B +16,731 - 2,543 19,980 +44,455
Total +51,548 -37,361 +19,980
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TABLE 3-21b
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
SUN GEAR "COMBINED" STRESS (PSI)(ENGLISH UNITS)
100% SPEED (7747 RPM)
INCLUDES STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS
100% TORQUE
(
i
Location
(Fig.3-12) I II III Equivalent
Al +36,070 0 0
A2 0 -36,070 0
B +22,944 + 2 9 976 +26,304 +120960
Total +59,014 -339094 +26,304 -x+6,054
1407_ W ROM
Location
(Fig.3-12) I II III Equivalent
Al +500498 0 0
A2 0 -50,498 0 +10,289
B +249266 - 3,689 28,979 +64,476
Total +74,764 -54,187 +28,979
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Ring Gear - Combined stresses for the ring gear are calculated in the same
manner as those for the sun gear. Table 3-22 shows the tooth bending and
valley stresses at the three points of maximum stress around the ring. The
stresses when added together result in a stress range and an equivalent mean
and vibratory stress. The stress data for both 100% and 140% torque are
shown on Table 3-22 and plotted on a Goodman diagram, Figure 3-19. Vibratory
margins for the ring gear are similar to, but slightly greater than, those
for the sun gear.
Star Gear - Combined stress for the star gear involves a slightly different
concept in valley stresses. This is due to the fact that the tooth is loaded
on one side by the sun gear and the opposite side by the ring gear. As a
conservative assumption the valley stresses are added to the bending stresses
for either side, that is, A l and A 2 are added to B individually. Two stress
cycles will occur for each revolution of the star gear.
s
Table 3-23 shows the valley and tooth bending stresses for the star gear as
well as the combined stress values. Mean and vibratory stress data are
plotted on the Goodman diagram shown on Figure 3-18. The vibratory margin
is 1.60 for the 100% torque and 1.17 for the 140% torque point.
Again, considering the relatively conservative assumptions made in arriving
at the "combined" stress, the margins are considered satisfactory.
3.2.4 Stresses Due to Flight
The effect of maneuver loads called out in Specification MIL-E-5007, with ex-
ception of catapult operation and a pitch velocity during flight of 1 rad/s,
and an emergency condition of 2.5 fan blades out was investigated. Input
data used for the analysis was supplied by General Electric from their dynamic
analysis of the complete rotating system. In their analysis, the following
assumptions were made.
1. No torque in the main reduction gears
2. No radial force between the gears
3. Ring gear rigidly attached to fan shaft
4. Sun gear rigidly attached to flex coupling
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TABLE 3-22a
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
RING GEAR "COMBINED" STRESS (N/cm 2)(SI UNITS)
1002 SPEED (329 RAD/S)
INCLUDES STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS
inal TORQUE
Location
Fig.3-12) I II III Equivalent
Al +19,595 0 0
A2 0 -19,595 0 + 2,499
B + 7,662 - 7,160 +31,754 +29,254
Total +27,258 -26,755 +31,754
l Ann TnRO m
-Location
(Fig.3-12) I II III Equivalent
Al +27,433 0 0
A2 0 -27,433 0 - 2,908
B + 4,325 -16,425 +38,043 +40,951
Total +31,758 -43,858 +38,043
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RING GEAR "COMBINED" STRESS (PSI) (ENGLISH UNITS)
100% SPEED (3143 RPM)
INCLUDES STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS
i ncrr rmntiw
Location
(Fig.3-12) I II III Equivalent
Al +28,420 0 0
A2 0 -280420 0 + 3,625
B +119114 -10,385 +46,055 4420430
Total +39,534 -38,805 +469055
1407_ TOROUE
-Location
(Fig. 3-12) I II III Equivalent
Al +399788 0 0
A2 0 -39,788 0 - 4,218
B + 6,273 -23,823 +55,176 ±59,394
Total +46,061 -63,611 +559176
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TABLE 3-23a
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
STAR GEAR "COMBINED" STRESS (N/cm 2)(SI UNITS)
100% SPEED (1,107 RAD/S)
INCLUDES STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTW1
1002 TORQUE
Location
(Fig.3-12) I II III Equivalent
Al +24,042 0 0
A2 0 -24,042 0 + 5,466
B +10,446 +	 486 +14,176 +29,022
Total +34,488 -23,556 +14,176
1402 TORQUE
Location
(Fig.3-12) I II III Equivalent
Al +33,659 0 0
A2 0 -33,659 0 + 3,247
B +10,219 - 3,476 +15,441 +40,631
Total +43,878 -37,383 +15,441
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aTABLE 3-23b
f
	
CLASS B (IPIW) REDUCTION GEAR
STAR GEAR "COMBINED" STRESS (PSI) (ENGLISH UNITS)
100% SPEED - (10,577 RPM)
INCLUDES STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS
100% TORQUE
Location
(Fig.3-12) I II III Equivalent
Al +340870 0 0
A2 0 -34,870 0 + 7,928
B +150150 +	 705 +20,561 +42,093
Total +50,020 -349165 +20,561
1407. TnROIM
Location
(Fig.3-12) I II III Equivalent
Al +489818 0 0
A2 0 -489818 0 + 4,710
B +14,822 - 5,402 +22,396 +58,930
Total +63,640 -54,220 +22,396
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t5. itar gear rotation not taken into account. The gears are assumed
lumped weights.
GE data were supplied in the form of relative radial motion of the sun gear,
star gear, and ring gear for 1 "G", 1 rad/s 2 , 1 rad/s, and 1 blade out. The
relative motion was converted to differential deflections at the ring-to-star
mesh and the sun-to-star mesh. Table 3-24 shows the differential deflections
for each particular load and also shows how the particular maneuvers combine
for the maximum loading during flight and landing. In order to relate these
deflections into forces, radial spring rates of the three components must be
evaluated. The following table shows the radial deflections of the individual
components under a 4448 N (1000 pound)' load.
Component
	
Deflection
mm	 mils
Sun	 .1651	 6.50
Star	 .0191	 0.75
Ring	 .0305	 1.20
Table 3-25 shows the summary of differential deflections and separating loads
on the gears for the flight and landing conditions. In order to calculate
the increase in load on the star gears, a load of 11863 N (2667 pounds) was
applied by the ring gear to the carrier support and a load of 5583 N (1255
pounds) from the sun gear to the carrier. Since the relationship between the
star gears and the sun and ring gear is not fixed, this load was applied to
the carrier support at different angles from directly in line with a star to
halfway between two stars. The maximum increase in separating load on an
individual star is just under 13% of the design load. Converting this separ-
ating load into torque results in an increase in torque as follows:
Sun 5.9%
Ring 21.7%
Star 12.8%
Since the basic gearing was analyzed and found satisfactory for 100% and 140%
torque, there should be no problems for these increases in torque at design
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TABLE 3-24
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
MANEUVER LOADS
DIFFERENTIAL DEFLECTIONS
(BASED ON G.E. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS)
SI UNITS
Maneuver Ring to Star
mm
Sun to Star
mm
lOG .05334 .1524
14 Rad/Sec 2 .05842 .04572
1 Rad/Sec .09398 .12192
2.5 Blades Out .2159 .1397
ENGLISH UNITS
Maneuver Ring to Star
mils
Sun to Star
mils
IOG 2.1 6.0
14 Rad/Sec 2 2.3 1.8
1 Rad/Sec 3.7 4.8
2.5 Blades Out 8.5 5.5
CRITICAL LOAD CONDITIONS
Condition Flight Landing
Power Maximum 100%
'G' Down 6 10
'G' Side 4 2
'G' Forward 4 10
Pitch Velocity + 1 Rad/Sec 0
Pitch Acceleration 0 + 14 Rad/Sec2
Yaw Acceleration 0 +	 6 Rad/Sec2
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TABLE 3-25a
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
MANEUVER LOADS
(SI UNITS)
Differential Deflection - mm
Load Ring to Star Sun to Star
Flight
7.21	 'G' .038 .109
1 Rad/Sec .094 .122
Total .132 .231
Separating
Load 11,863 N 5,583 N
Landing
10.2	 'G' .053 .155
15.2 Rad/Sec 2 .064 .051
Total .116 .206
Separating
Load 10,587 N 4,964 N
Blade Out
Total .216 .139
Separating
Load 10,110 N 3,376 N
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TABLE 3-25b
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR (ENGLISH UNITS)
MANEUVER LOADS
Load Differential Deflection - Mils
Ring to Star Sun to Star
Flight
7.21	 'G' 1.5 4.3
1 Rad/Sec 3.7 4.8
Total 5.2 9.1
Separating
Load-Pounds 2667 1255
Landing
10.2	 'G' 2.1 6.1
15.2 Rad/Sec2 2.5 2.0
Total 4.6 8.1
Separating
Load-Pounds 2380 1116
Blade Out
Total Rad/Sec 2 8.5 5.5
Separating
Load-Pounds 4398 759
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conditions. The instantaneous increase in torque on some stars will be off-
set by a decrease in others. Backing stresses for the design plus flight
maneuver loads are shown on Table 3-26.
Table 3-27 shows the "combined" stresses for design plus flight maneuver
loads. The Goodman diagram for the star and sun gear material is shown on
Figure 3-20 and the data for the design point and design plus flight maneuver
point are plotted. The vibratory margins indicate a satisfactory condition
for this type of operation. The ring gear shows satisfactory margins of
safety, as shown in Figure 3-21.
The loads resulting from 2.5 fan blades out (equivalent to 5 blades losing
just their airfoil sections) are equal to an increase in torque as follows:
3	
Sun Gear	 7.8%
Ring Gear	 28.5%
Star Gear	 16.8%
This increase in torque will result in lower stresses than those reported for
the 140% torque condition contemplated to be run during the demonstration
tests and should cause no problems to the gearing.
3.2.5 Star Gear Carrier Support Str ess
In the deformation and stress analysis of the fixed carrier support several
assumptions were made. Radial and tangential gear loads were uniformly dis-
tributed along the width of the mating teeth. The resulting tangential loads
applied by the sun and ring gear to the stars were uniformly distributed on
the carrier support posts. Loads were analyzed separately and the results
superimposed. A computer program (K SHELL 1) "Analysis of a Axisymmetric
Shells under Symmetrical and Unsymmetrical Loading" was used in this analysis.
The program is based on work by Arturs Kalnins, published in the Journal of
Applied Mechanics, Vol. 31, September 1964.
Figure 3-22 is a sketch of the carrier support as it was analyzed. The outer
flange (Item 11) was fixed and three types of load were applied, tangential
load from the star gear, unbalance forces due to loss of fan blades, and a
vertical "G" loading.
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TABLE 3-26a
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
BACKING STRESS (N/cm2)(SI UNITS)
HOOP STRESS AT POINT NO. 1 FOR ALL COMPONENTS
FLIGHT MANEUVERS PLUS 100% SPEED AND TORQUE
At Mesh Between
Gear Load Meshes EquivalentFront Back
Rad. - 5,341 N/cm - 5,341 N/cm2 + 1,131 N/cm2
Tang. + 4,864 N/cm2 - 4,864 N /cm2 -
Sun Centri. + 9,028 N/cm2 + 9,028 N/cm2 + 9,028 N /cm2 + 6,607 N/cm2
T.M. + 2,115 N/cm2 + 2,115 N/cm2 + 2,115 N/cm2 + 5,668 N /cm2
Total +10,667 N/cm2 +	 938 N/cm2 +12,275 N/cm2
Red. -21,956 N/cm2 -21,956 N/cm2 +13,908 N/cm2
Tang. + 8,436 N/cm2 - 8,436 N /cm2 -
Ring Centri +10,670 N/cm2 +10,670 N /cm2 +10,670 N /cm2 + 6,449 N/cm2
T.M. + 4,022 N/cm 2 + 4,022 N /cm2 + 4,091 N/cm2 +22,150 N/cm2
Total + 1,172 N /cm2 -15,701 N /cm2 +28,599 N/cm2
Rad - 4,172 N /cm2 - 4,172 N/cm2 + 2,381 N/cm1
Tang. + 3,746 N/cm2 - 3,746 N /cm2 - + 4,572 N/cm2
Star Centri + 7,341 N/cm 2 + 7,341 N/cm 2 + 7,341 N/cm 2 + 5,149 N/cm2
Total + 6,915 N/cm 2 -	 577 N/cm2 + 9,722 N1cm2
Abbreviations:
Radial	 - Rad	 Centrifugal	 - Centri
Tangential - Tang	 Toroidal Moment - T.M.
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TABLE 3-26b
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
BACKING STRESS (PSI) (ENGLISH UNITS)
HOOP STRESS AT POINT NO. 1 FOR ALL COMPONENTS
FLIGHT MANEUVERS PLUS 1002 SPEED AND TORQUE
At Mesh Between
Gear Load Front B.-,,c Meshes Equivalent
Rad. -7,746 -7,746 +1,641
Tang. +7,055 -7,055 -
Sun Centri. +13,094 +13,094 +13,094 +9,582
T.M. +3,068 +3,068 +3,068 +8,221
Total +15,471 +1,361 +17,803
Rad. -31,844 -31,844 +20,172
Tang. +12,236 -12,236 -
Ring Centri +15,475 +15,475 +15,475 +9,354
T.M. +5,833 + 5,833 + 5,933 +32,126
Total +1,700 -22,772 +41,480
Rad -6,051 -6,051 +3,453
Tang. +5,433 -5,433 - +6,631
Star Centri +10,647 +10,647 +10,647 +7,468
Total +10,029 -837 +14,100
Abbreviations:
Radial
	
- Rad	 Centrifugal	 - Centri
Tangential - Tang	 Toroidal Moment - T.M.
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ITABL2 3-27
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
GEAR "COMBINED" STRESSES
1002 DESIGN PLUS MANEUVER LOADS
INCLUDES STRESS CONCENTATION FACTORS
CT TTTQTTC
Stress - N cm2
Gear
Location
Fi .3-12 I II III Equivalent
Al +29,630 0 0 8,705
Sun A2 0 -29,630 0 +36,926
B +16,001 - 1,408 +18,412
Total +45,630 -28,222 +18,412
Al +23,371 0 0
Ring A2 0 -23,371 0 - 2,011
B + 1,758 -23,551 +42,899 +44,911
Total +25,129 -46,922 +42,899
Al +28,644 0 0
Star A2 0 -28,644 0 + 4,753
B +10,372 -	 866 +14,582 +34,263
Total +39,017 -29,510 +14,582
ENGLISH UNITS
Stress - PSI
Al +42,974 0 0 12,625
Sun A2 0 -42,974 0 +53,557
B +23,207 - 2,042 +26,705
Total +66,181 -40,932 +26,705
Al +33,897 0 0
Ring A2 0 -33,897 0 - 2,917
it + 2,550 -34,158 +62,220 +65,138
Total +36,447 -68,055 +62,220
Al +41,545 0 0
Star A2 0 -41,545 0 + 6,894
B +15,044 - 1,256 +21,150 +49,695
Total +56,589 -42,801 +21,150
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a KMBIRS IDENTIFY STRESS ANALYSIS AREAS, TABLE 3-28.
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Figure 3-22. Class B (UTW) Reduction Gear
Star Gear Carrier Support Structure
i
b.
Results of analysis are shown in Table 3-28. For the normal torque loading
the maxi== equivalent stress occurs in the post at its base with a value of
4559 N/cm2 (8551 psi) due to the out of plane 'pending load. These stresses
are essentially.steady and minimal vibratory stresses are expected. The
stresses are low enough to not cause any concern with respect to stress con-
centration factors and overload conditions. The minimum material property
for the carrier, AMS 6415 RC 32 is 91010 N/cm 2 (132,000 psi) yield strength.
For a 10 "G" vertical load which is equivalent to a load of 4448 N (1000
pounds) applied at the middle of each of the six posts, the maximum equivalent
stress is 7950 N/cm2 (11,531 psi), well within minimum material allowables
when stress concentration factors and overload situations are taken into con-
sideration. Data furnished by General Electric indicated that a bearing load
of 200,110 N (45,000 pounds) represents the effect of operating with 2.5 fan
blades out. The highest stress in the carrier will occur at point 5B where
the effective stress is 6287 N/cm 2 (9118 psi). Because the blade out force
rotates, the stress at point 5 will be vibratory. With a minimum endurance
strength of + 51,710 N/cm2 (+ 15,000 psi) the blade out operation should not
damage the carrier.
3.2.6 Flex Coupling
The sun gear is attached to the power turbine drive shaft by means of a
diaphragm type flexible coupling. A common flexible coupling is used for
both the UTW and OTW reduction gears. The shell computer program used to
analyze the carrier support was also used to analyze the coupling. Figure
3-23 shows a model of the coupling as it was set up for analysis. Various
sections of the coupling were modeled as cones and cylinders with constant
or variable thickness. Three loads were applied to the coupling at the sun
gear spline area; tangential and radial loads due to the torque and a vertical
load of 4448 N (1000 pov,40. Loads were applied separately at speed. Verti-
cal load was used to relate vertical motion of the spline to stresses through-
out the coupling. Notions or deflections of the splines as a function of
blade out and maneuvers were obtained from General Electric.
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TABLE 3-28
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
STAR GEAR CARRIER SUPPORT STRESS
100% DESIGN PLUS MANEUVER LOADS
SI UNITS
4
4
Location Stress - N cm2
Load (Fig.	 3-22) Hoop EquivalentLongitudinal	 Shear
Post - 3,374	 +1,771 4,560
100% Torque l
-2,959 -3,420	 +	 432 3,300
2 +2,225 +2,892
	 -	 429 2,726
3 +1,022 +	 932	 +3,354 5,896
4 -	 422
-29415	 +2,752 5,265
5A b 5F - -	 +1,083 1,876
2.5 Blade Out 5A -	 265 -6,350	 +	 518 6,287
5B +3,664 +61411	 +	 86 5,573
1,3513 +	 476 +	 771 ~	+	 676
10 'G' Down 4 +	 103 -	 426	 +	 475 956
5A -4,771 -7,099	 +	 47 6,269
5B -	 171 +7,717	 +	 877 7,950
ENGLIS11 UNITS
Location Stress - PSI
Load (Fig.	 3-22) Hoop
-
Equivalent
6,613
Longitudinal
	 Shear
4,894	 +2,568Post
100% Torque 1 -4,291 -4,960	 +	 627 4,786
2 +3,228 +4,194	 -	 622 3,954
3 +1,482 +1,352	 +4,864 8,551
4 -	 612
-3,502	 +3,992 7,636
5A 6 5B - -	 +1,5112,121
2.5 Blade Out 5A
-	 384 -9,210	 +	 752 9,118
5B +5,314 +9,298	 +	 125 8,083
3 +	 690 +1,118	 +	 980 1,959
10 'G' Down 4 +	 150 -	 618	 +	 689 1,:386
5A -6,920
-10,296
	 +	 68 9,092
5B -	 248 +11,193
	 +1,272 11,531
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I
Figure 3-23	 Class A (OTW) And Class B (UTW) Flexible Coupling.
Stress Anaylsis Areas
Data from General Electric were received in the form of relative deflections
between the sun and star gears (see Table 3-24). Knowing the individual
spring rates of the sun and star gear, the combined spring rate was calcu-
lated for a 4448 N (1000 pound) load. The total deflection is 0.355 mm
(0.014 inches). Therefore, the stresses in the coupling for 4448 N (1000
pound) load are directly related to the sun-to-star differential deflection
of 0.355 mm (0.014 inches).
Table 3-29 shows the coupling stresses for normal operation and 140%
torque:. Since the same identical coupling is used for both the UTW
and OTW designs, the data presented here are for the higher of the two,
the OTW. The OTW unit speed is about 3% higher and torque is 26% higher
than the UTW unit values. The maximum stress intensity is 22738 N/cm2
(32,979 psi), occurs at point No. 2, outer surface of the cylindrical
section at intersection with the diaphragm fillet, and is satisfactory
based on minivram material properties (AMS 6265) of 83,800 N/cm 2
 (121,550
psi) yield strength.
{	 Flexible coupling stress values for maneuver and blade out loads are shown on
Table 3-30. The highest stress intensity or equivalent stress occurs at
point 5, inner surface of the cylindrical section at intersection with the
diaphragm fillet, and is 6931 N/cm 2 (10,053 psi) for maneuvers alone and 5195
N/cm2 (7534 psi) for 2.5 fan blades out. Combining the normal design load
and the flight maneuver load as a vibratory would result in a mean stress of
17,691 N/cm2 (25,659 psi) and a vibratory of + 1523 N/cm 2 (+ 2209 psi) (with-
out stress concentration factor) at point 5; point 2 would be 18,366 N/cm2
(26,638 psi), + 608 N/cm 2 (+ 882 psi). If this data were plotted on the
Goodman diagram shown on Figure 3-13, the vibratory margin would be over 20.
The 2.5 fan blades out would result in a stress condition similar to design
plus maneuver load condition and would not result in any stress problems for
the flexible coupling.
3.3 Deflection Analysis
As discussed in Section 3.1, a key feature of epicyclic gearing systems de-
signed by Curtiss-Wright is a controlled deflection of the gear components
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TABLE 3-29a
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
FLEXIBLE COUPLING STRESS (SI UNITS)
CLASS A (OTW) LOADING
100% SPEED (834 RADJSEC)
Point Stress - NIcm2
Hoop Longitudinal Shear EquivalentFig.3-23)
1 419 -1,600
2 +6,652 -2,197
3 +4,321 +2,036
4 +1,379 +1,600
5 +6,550 +2,197
6 +3,036 -	 565
100% Torque	 (15,368 N-m)
1 + 8,830 15,405
2 + 8,830 17,251
3 + 2,552 5,794
4 + 8,830 15,368
5 + 8,830 16,348
6 + 2,552 5,550
140% Torque	 (21,515 N-m)
1 +12,293 21,371
2 +12,293 22,738
3 + 3,574 7,234
4 +12,293 21,344
5 +12,293 22,060
6 + 3,574 7,040
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TABLE 3-29b
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR.
FLEXIBLE COUPLING STRESS (ENGLISH UNITS)
CLASS A (OTW) LOADING
100% SPEED (7962 RPM)
Point Stress - PSI
Hoop Longitudinal Shear Equivalent(Fig.3-23)
1 +608 -2,320
2 +9,648 -3,186
3 +6,267 +2,953
4 +2,000 +2,320
5 +9,500 +3,186
6 +4,404 -820
100% Torque	 (136,016 in.-lb.)
1 +12,807 22,343
2 +12,807 25,021
3 +3,702 8,403
4 +12,807 22,289
5 +12,807 23,711
6 +3,702 8,049
140% Torque	 (190,422 in.-lb.)
1 +17,829 30,996
2 +17,829 32,979
3 +5,183 10,492
4 +17,829 30,957
5 +17,829 31,996
6 +5,183 10,211
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TABLE 3-30
CLASS B (UTW) REDUCTION GEAR
FLEXIBLE COUPLING STRESS
MANEUVER AND BLADE OUT LOADS
SI UNITS
Point Stress (N/cm2)
(Fig.3 -23) Hoop Longitudinal Shear Equivalent
Maneuver Load
1 -1,458 -1,738 -	 165 1,642
2 +4,394 +7,393 -	 194 6,449
3 -1,911 -4,024 -	 39 3,487
4 -	 498 +1,320 +1,384 2,957
5 +	 38 -6,795 +	 733 6,931
6 +1,050 +4,306 +	 67 3,890
2.5 Blade Out
-	 878 -1,047 -	 99 9881
2 +4,370 +5,568 -	 335 5,109
3 -1,149 -2,421 -	 32 2,099
4 -	 299 +	 793 +	 856 1,776
5 0 -5,103 +	 561 5,195
6 +	 631 +2,590 +	 53 2,341
ENGLISH UNITS
Point Stress - PSI
(Fig.3-23) Hoop	 Longitudinal Shear Equivalent
Maneuver Load
1 -2,115 -2,521 -	 239 2,381
2 +6,373 +10,722 -	 281 9,353
3 -2,772 -5,837 -	 57 5,058
4 -	 723 +1,915 +2,007 4,289
5 +	 55 -9,855 +1,063 10,053
6 +1,523 +6,245 +	 97 5,642
2.5 Blade Out
-1,273 -1,518 -	 143 1,4331
2 +6,338 +8,076 -	 486 7,410
3 -1,666 -3,512 -	 46 3,044
4 -	 434 +1,150 +1,242 2,576
5 0 -7,401 +	 813 7,534
6 +	 915 +3,757 +	 77 3,396
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under load to insure uniform loading across the face width of all mating
gears. Sun and ring gear designs were analyzed for controlled deflections.
Two separate analyses were made; the first calculated the toroidal twist re-
sulting from the gear mesh separating force, and the second calculated the
effect of centrifugal forces.
A time-sharing computer program is used to calculate the deflection (or ro-
tation) of a ring under the influence of discretely positioned toroidal mo-
ments. Toroidal moments lie in the plane of the cross-section of the ring
causing a rotation of the plane. The equations used for the analysis are
taken from Biezero and Grammel "Engineering Dynamics", Vol. II. Centrifugal
effects are taken from a shell computer program. The shell program analyzes
axisymmetric shells (combinations of rings, plates, cones and cylinders con-
nected in series) which are subject to symmetrical radial forces.
+	 Results of the analyses are shown on Table 3-31. Data are shown for the two
major contributors of deflection and given in the form of a radial slope in
the axial direction as well as the effective tangential slope on the direc-
tion of rotation. For both gears the centrifugal forces cause a twist op-
posite to that due to the gear separating forces. For the ring gear the
centrifugal effect is less than 2% of the final twist while for the sun gear
the effect is almost 25%.
Deformation analysis of the star gear journal under load was done in the
following manner. First the journal or post was analyzed as a cantilever
beam with the radial and tangential loads from the sun and ring gears applied
as uniformly distributed loads. This results in an average slope of the car-
tier support post of 236 x 10 6 in./in. in a tangential or torque direction.
The contribution of the carrier backup structure was calculated by applying
a tangential load in the plane of the carrier ring and a couple at each of
the six posts. The analysis was done using the K SHELL 1 computer program
which can apply discrete loads on axisymmetric shells. Results of this anal-
ysis showed the post would have an additional slope due to the backup ring
of 27 x 10 6 in./in., an increase of about 10%. Table 3-31 shows that for
the design condition deflections of the three gear components will result in
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TABLE 3-31
CLASS B WrW) REDUCTION GEAR
GEAR TOOTH DEFLECTION
i
SLOPE 10-6 IN./IN
Axial TangentialGear Load
Sun Radial - 461.6
Centrifugal +	 90.1
Total - 371.5 - 124.0
Radial +1748.6
Ring Centrifugal -	 22.5
Total +1726.1 + 575.0
Carrier Support Post + 236.0
Backing Ring +	 27.0
Total + 263.0
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the following tangential slopes of the gear tooth contact lines:
Ring	 575 x 10-6 in./in.
Carrier - Star	 263 x 10-6 in./in.
Sun	 124 x 10-6 in./in.
The star gear design has a spherical bearing between the carrier post and star
gear. This will accommodate any mismatch between the deflections of the three
gear elements without excessive skew. As a result, uniform tooth loading patterns
should be experienced and the service life of the unit will be satisfactory.
3.4 Natural Frequencies
Excitation of ring and sun gear bending natural frequencies can be a source of
excessive vibration and dynamic stress in planetary gear sets. The prime mode
of vibration for the two ring type gears will be the six diameter mode (12
nodes). The estimated natural frequency values for the initial design are:
Ring Gear	 960 hertz
Sun Gear	 8,300 hertz
Figure 3-24 shows the interference diagram for the gears with the two major ex-
citation sources; the six star gear passing frequency and the gear meshing fre-
quency. At the bottom of the figure is the expected speed range of the unit.
The star passage excitation (six times the speed of the gear) will not excite
either gear. The gear tooth meshing frequency will excite the ring gear at 10%
speed, well below the operating speed range. The sun gear natural frequency
point within the operating speed range (93% speed) raised some concern about
the possibility of an undesirable noise or wear condition. Since the natural
frequency is a function of the gear rim thickness, a decision was made to in-
crease the thickness by a minimum of 2.54 mm (0.1 inch), approximately 18%, to
raise the natural frequency to 10,870 hz. An experimental frequency check on
the sun gear prior to final machining of the rim indicated an actual natural
frequency somewhat lower than calculated. To compensate for the variation be-
tween the actual and calculated natural frequencies an additional 1.5 mm (0.06
inch) was left inside the gear rim. This raises the six diameter mode fre-
quency of the sun gear to approximately the 10,870 hz desired and results in an
interference with the tooth meshing frequency at 19% above rated 100% speed and
11% above maximum operating speed which is considered accepta')le.
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4.0 DETAILED DESIGN - OTW REDUCTION GEAR
4.1 Mechanical Design
Results of the preliminary design phase were integrated into the General
Electric Company overall QCSEE program and after a series of updatings and
exchanges of results, the design objectives shown in Table 4-1 were estab-
lished for the OTW reduction gear detailed design. Additional performance
requirements for the experimental engine operation are shown in Table 4-2.
Final configuration of the OTW gear assembly is defined by Figures 4-1 (as-
sembly) and 4-2 (involute gear tooth layout). The splines are the same as
for the UTW unit, Figure 3-3 (involute spline layout). Interface points be-
tween the reduction gear and engine, i.e., input coupling, ring gear spline,
star gear support flange and the oil supply pipe, are identical to those of
the UTW unit. Also, the sun gear coupling and spline lock ring are common to
both the OTW and UTW reduction gears. Gear speed and bearing load data at the
100% power, 100% speed take-off condition are shown in Table 4-3. Basic size
at 100% is 12,703 kW (17,035 hp) output with an output speed of 3862 rpm and a
gear ratio of 2.062:1 (7963 rpm input speed). Bill of Material No. 211 is in-
cluded as Appendix C. Basic gear data, stresses and materials are listed in
Table 4-4. Details of the gear tooth involute profile modifications for the
sun gear, star gear and ring gear are shown by Figures 4-3, 4-4 and 4-5, re-
spectively. Gear material stresses presented in Table 2-8 are applicable to
the final design. Calculated gear stresses occurring during the experimental
engine test operation are shown in Table 4-5. Stresses shown here differ only
slightly from those for the preliminary design phase shown in Table 2-9.
The maximum bending stress of 33,345 N/cm 2 (48,363 psi) occurs in the sun gear
during the 140% turbine power specified for one hour during the experimental
engine operation, a total of 3.8 x 10 6 cycles. This is lower than the AGMA
allowable stress of 38,691 N/cm 2 (56,117 psi) for AMS 6265 material under single
direction loading, Table 2-8. The maximum bending stress in the star gear of
30,112 N/cm2 (43,674 psi) occurs during the same operation noted above for the
sun gear. Although this stress is greater than the ALMA allowable of 26,958
N/cm2 (39,100 psi) for loading in both directions, Table 2-8, it occurs for
only 9.0 x 105 cycles and is acceptable. The maximum contact stress of 104,287
z
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iTABLE 4-1
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
DETAIL DESIGN OBJECTIVES
FLIGHT CYCLE
CONDITION POWER SPEED TIME OIL IN TEMP
R	 FX X X
START 0 0-30 1.11 -	 -
IDLE 10 67. 6.89 339	 150
TAKE-OFF 100. 100. 2.71 355	 180
CLIMB 79.00 95. 22.22 355	 180
CRUISE 57.00 94. 31.11 375	 216
DESCENT 3.34 35 22.22 396	 254
APPROACH 54. 82. 6.67 385	 180
REVERSE 100. 100. 0.18 355	 180
IDLE 10 67. 6.89 339	 150
100% FAN POWER 	 - 12,703 kW	 (17,035 hp)
100% FAN SPEED 	 '	 -	 404.4 rad/s	 3862 rpm
TABLE 4-2
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
DETAIL DESIGN OBJECTIVES
EXPERIMENTAL ENGINE CYCLE
HOURS
	 % TIME % TURBINE SPEED % TURBINE POWER
1	 0.04 105 100
1	 0.05 100 140
15	 0.56 100 130
15	 0.56 100 110
150	 5.59 100 100
500	 18.64 90 80
1000	 37.28 75 50
1000	 37.28 30 10
100% Turbine Power - 12,813 kW 	 (17,183 hp)
100% Turbine Speed -	 833.8 radix	 (7962 rpm)
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TABLE 4-3
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR CHARACTERISTICS
AND 100% POWER, 100% SPEED DATA
NON-DIMENSIONAL SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS
RATIO 2.062
TURBINE POWER 12813 kw 17183 hp
TURL'INE SPEED 833.8 rad/s 7962 rpm
NO. OF STARS 8
GEAR PITCH LINE VELOCITY 119.3 m/s 23488 ft/min
STAR SPEED 1570.6 rad/s 14998 rpm
BEARING LOAD 26845 N 6035 lbs
NO. OF STARS 8
SUN GEAR TEETH 81
STAR GEAR TEETH 43
RING GEAR TEETH 167
HUNTING YES
NON-FACTORIZING YES
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TABLE 4-4a
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
GEAR DATA (SI UNITS)
SUN GEAR STAR GEAR RING GEAR
NO. OF TEETH 81 43 167
MODULE 3.5335 3.5335 3.5335
PRESSURE ANGLE, DEGREES 21 21 21
PITCH DIAMETER, mm 286.2110 151.9392 590.0895
CENTER DISTANCE, mm 219.1 219.1
BASE DIA., mm 267.2011 141.8476 550.8960
TOOTH THICK (PD), mm 5.375 5.725 5.375
BACKLASH, mm .102-.152 .102-.152 .1277.203
ROOT RAD., mm 1.12
	
(MIN) 1.37	 (MIN) •864	 (MIN)
CONTACT RATIO (MIN) 2.18445 2.18327
(NO BREAK EDGES) I I
CONTACT RATIO (MIN) 2.07490 2.056E4
(MAX. BREAK EDGES)
GEAR FACE WIDTH - mm 37.6 42.7 37.6
BENDING STRESS, N/cm2 23,818 21,509
21,726 18,537
CONTACT STRESS, N/cm 2 88,139 88,139
61,383 61,383
MATERIAL AMS6265 AMS6265 AMS6470
(SAE9310) (SAE9310)
PROFILE CORRECTION Fig. 4-3 Fig. 4-4 Fig. 4-5
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TABLE 4-4b
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
GEAR DATA (ENGLISH UNITS)
SUN GEAR STAR GEAR RING GEAR
NO. OF TEETH 81 43 167
DIAMETRAL PITCH 7.1884 7.1884 7.1884
PRESSURE ANGLE, DEGREES 21 21 21
PITCH DIAMETER, IN. 11.2F815 5.98186 23.23187
CENTER DISTANCE, IN 8.625 8.625
BASE DIA., IN. 10.51973 5.58455 21.68882
TOOTH THICK (PD), IN. .21163 .22540 .21164
BACKLASH, IN. .004-.006 .004-.006 .005-.008
ROOT BAD., IN. .044	 (MIN) .054	 (MIN) .034 (MIN)
CONTACT RATIO (MIN) 2.18445 2.18327
NO BREAK EDGES
i
CONTACT RATIO (MIN) 2.07490 2.05664
(.010 MAX. BREAK EDGES)
GEAR FACE WIDTH - IN. 1.48 1.68 1.48
BENDING STRESS, PSI 34,545 31,196
31,511 26,886
CONTACT STRESS, PSI 127,835 127,835
89,029 89,029
MATERIAL AMS6265 AMS6265 AMS6470
(SAE9310) (SAE9310)
PROFILE CORRECTION Fig. 4-3 Fig. 4-4	 Fig. 4-5
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TABLE 4-5
- t
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
GEAR STRESS DATA
EXPERIMENTAL ENGINE TEST OPERATION
(SI UNITS)
TURBINE SPEED
rad/s
TURBINE POWER
kW
BENDING STRESS-N/cm2 CONTACT STRESS-N/cm
SUN STAR RING SUN/STAR STAR/RING
875.5 12,813
833.8 17,939 33,345 30,112 25,952 104,287 72,630
833.8 16,657 30,962 27,960 24,097 100,371 69,987
833.8 14,094 26,199 23,659 20,390 92,439 64,378
833.8 12,813 23,818 21,726 18,537 88,139 61,383
750.4 10,250
625.4 6,407
250.2 1,281
1
(ENGLISH UNITS)
TURBINE SPEED
RPM
TURBINE POWER
HP
BENDING STRESS - PSI CONTACT STRESS - PSI
SUN STAR RING SUN/STAR	 STAR/RING
8,360 17,183
7,962 24,056 48,363 43,674 37,640 151,256 105,341
7,962 22,337 44,907 40,553 34,950 145,576 101,507
7,962 18,901 37,998 34,314 29,573 134,071 93,372
7,962 17,183 34,545 31,511 26,886 127,835 89,029
7,166 13,746
5,972 8,592
2,389 1,718
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N/cm2
 (151,256 psi) occurring in the sun to star gear mesh is only slightly
greater than the allowable of 102,566 N/cm 2 (148,760 psi) shown in 'Fable 2-8
and, considering the small number of cycles is acceptable. The maximum ring
gear stresses are well below the AGMA allowables.
The star gear bearing is a double row spherical roller type with cage guided
symmetrical rollers. The bearing outer race is integral with the star gear.
Lubrication of the bearing is through radial passages in the center of the
inner race. Detailed data for the bearing are shown in Table 4-6. The bear-
ing calculated mean load, mean speed and resultant B 1 fatigue life of 5063
hours for the flight spectrum (Table 4-1) and 4020 hours for the experimental
engine operation schedule (Table 4-2) are shown in Table 4-7. The life values
are based on the standard AFBMA life calculation method for roller bearings
with a multiplying factor of 0.23 applied to convert from B 10 to B1 life and
a factor of 5 applied for material, operating environment and oil jet lubri-
cation. A section through the bearing which also shows the oil passages ap-
pears in Figure 4-1.
Oil flows for the reduction gears and bearings for the flight duty cycle are
IP	 presented in Table 4-8. These flows are based on a variable oil pressure which
is a function of core engine speed. The estimated effective oil supply pres-
sures, temperatures and available flows at the reduction gear inlet for several
engine operating conditions as supplied by General Electric are shown in Table
4-9. Maximum limit for the bearing outer race temperature has been established
at 422°K (300 0 F). Calculated bearing outer race maximum temperature occurs
during the cruise condition in the flight cycle. Required oil flow together
with the effective oil pressure at this flight condition governs the bearing
oil flow control orifice size. The controlling flight condition for oil flow
to the gears based on gear scoring criteria is take-off. The orifice sizes in
the gear spray bars are based on this requirement. Oil inlet temperatures
shown in Table 4-8 and 4-9 are the result of General Electric heat balance
iterations for the reduction gear and the engine.
Table 4-10 tabulates the overall OTW reduction gear efficiency for the
flight duty cycle. Losses considered in calculating the efficiency are the
spherical bearing loss, gear mesh loss and windage and churning losses. At
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TABLE 4-6
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
BEARING DATA
VENDOR, PART NO.	 SKF 22312 VAM
TYPE	 DOUBLE ROW SPHERICAL ROLLER (SPECIAL)
NO. OF ROLLERS (PER ROW)
	
14
SIZE OF ROLLERS
	
18 mm X 17.64 mm
DYNAMIC CAPACITY, "C"
	
202,400 N (45,500 LBS)
MATERIALS:
OUTER RING (INTEGRAL WITH GEAR) 	 CARBURIZED ASM6265, Rc 60-63
INNER RING
	
CVM M-50 STEEL, Rc 60 MIN.
ROLLERS	 CVM M-50 STEEL, Rc 60 MIN.
CAGE	 AMS 4616, SILVER PLATED
TABLE 4-7
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
BEARING LIFE DATA
FLIGHT CYCLE
MEAN LOAD (10/3 EXP.) 18326 N (4,120 lbs)
MEAN SPEED 1189.3 rad/s (11,357 rpm)
B-1 LIFE 5063 hrs
EXPERIMENTAL ENGINE CYCLE
MEAN LOAD (10/3 EXP) 20781 N (4,672 lbs)
MEAN SPEED 985 rad/s (9,406 rpm)
B-1 LIFE 4020 hrs
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TABLE 4-8
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
TOTAL OIL FLOWS
FLIGHT CYCLE
(SI UNITS)
CONDITION
TOTAL STAR
BRG. FLOW,
cm3/e
FLOW TO GEARS
(SPRAY BARS),
cm3 /8
TOTAL OIL
FLOW,
cm3/s
OIL IN
°K
BRG OUTER
RACE TEMP
°K
IDLE 381 630 1011 339 377
TO 639 1208 1847 353 413
CLIMB 626 1172 1798 353 408
CRUISE 622 1154 1776 375 422
DESCENT 512 955 1467 396 406
APPROACH 586 1119 1705 353 398
REVERSE 639 1208 1847 353 413
IDLE 381 630 1011 339 219
(ENGLISH UNITS)
CONDITION
TOTAL STAR
BRC. FLOW,
GAL/MIN
FLOW TO GEARS
(SPRAY BARS),
GAL/MIN
TOTAL OIL
FLOW,
GAL/MIN
OIL IN
OF
BRG OUTER
RACE TEMP
OF
IDLE 6.04 9.99 16.03 150 219
TO 10.13 19.14* 29.27 180 283
CLIMB 9.92 18.58 28.50 180 275
CRUISE 9.87* 18.29 28.16 216 300
DESCENT 8.12 15.14 23.26 254 271
APPROACH 9.29 17.73 27.02 180 257
REVERSE 10.13 19.14 29.27 180 283
IDLE 6.04 9.99 16.03 150 219
* CONTROLLING CONDITION
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TABLE 4-9
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
OIL SUPPLY DATA
(SI WITS)
MAX. OIL	 AVAILABLE 3OIL	 OIL PRESSURE
CONDITION	 TEMP.-°K
	
FLOW - cm /s
	
N/cm
IDLE 339 1243 9.0
TAKE-OFF 353 2208 27.6
CLIMB 353 2145 26.2
CRUISE 375 2044 23.4
DESCENT 396 1640 15.2
APPROACH 353 2019 22.8
t	 REVERSE 353 2208 27.6
(ENGLISH UNITS)
MAX. OIL	 AVAILABLE OIL	 OIL PRESSURE
CONDITION	 TEMP-°F	 FLOW - GPM	 PSI
IDLE 150 19.7 13
TAKEOFF 180 35.0 40
CLIMB 180 34.0 38
CRUISE 216 32.4 34
DESCENT 254 26.0 22
APPROACH 180 32.0 33
REVERSE 180 35.0 40
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TABLE 4-10
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
OVERALL REDUCTION GEAR EFFICIENCY
FLIGHT CYCLE
(SI UNITS)
POWER LOSS - kW .
OVERALL
SPHERICAL CHURN 6 EFFICIENCY
CONDITION BRG GEAR MESH WINDAGE TOTAL %
IDLE 11.46 4.62 1.52 17.60 98.63
TO 26.32 49.97 37.72 114.01 99.11*
CLIMB 23.85 39.48 27.34 90.67 99.10
CRUISE 20.60 28.49 18.94 68.03 99.07
DESCENT 3.46 1.84 0.13 5.43 98.73
APPROACH 18.31 26.99 13.77 59.07 99.15
REVERSE 26.32 49.97 37.72 114.01 99.11
IDLE 11.46 4.62 1.52 17.60 98.63
* SPEC 99.20%
(ENGLISH UNITS)
POWER LOSS - HP
OVERALL
SPHERICAL CHURN & EFFICIENCY
CONDITION BRG GEAR MESH WINDAGE TOTAL %
IDLE 15.37 6.19 2.04 23.60 98.63
TO 35.30 67.01 50.59 152.90 99.11*
CLIMP 31.98 52.94 36.66 121.58 99.10
CRUISE 27.62 38.20 25.40 91.22 99.07
DESCENT 4.64 2.47 0.17 7.28 98.73
APPROACH 24.55 36.19 18.46 79.20 99.15
REVERSE 35.30 67.01 50.59 152.90 99.11
IDLE 15.37 6.19 2.04 23.60 98.63
* SPEC 99.20%
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, R
take-off conditions the calculated overall efficiency is 99.11 percent. This
Is slightly below the M50rF16ll specification objective of 99.20 percent for
the 100 percent speed and 100 percent power operating condition.
Total hat rejection for the flight duty cycle, delta rise in bulk oil temper-
ature, and the temperature of the bulk oil resulting with the oil inlet sup-
ply temperatures (shown in Table 4-9) are presented in Table 4-11. Table 4-12
tabulates the AGW. scoriup, index and Table 4-13 tabulates the Curtiss-Wright
scoring index for each flight duty cycle operating condition. The two ap-
proaches to scoring index calculation and evaluation were discussed in Section
2.2. Based on Curtiss-Wright experience, the maximum scoring index (AGMA 295'F
C-W 306'F) shown for the cruise part of the flight cycle is acceptable.
The Curtiss-Wright approach to the controlled deflection of the gear components
under load to insure unifor- loading across the face width of all mating gears
discussed in Section 2.2 is carried into the OTW reduction gear detailed design.
Gear and support section modulii were selected that provide relatively close
gear and tooth deflection compatibility at each gear mesh. The calculated de-
flections are discussed in detail in Section 4.3.
Calculated OTW gear tooth load line operating positions relative to the star
gear pitch line for the ring-to-star and sun-to-star meshes are shown in Fig-
ure 4-6. The displacements are the summation of deflections resulting from
the operating centrifugal forces, gear tooth radial separating forces and
tangential gear tooth loads. The difference in displacements over the length
of the teeth results in the slopes of the load line relative to the axis of
the gear of 0.000831 and 0.000848 for the ring and sun gear meshes, respec-
tively. Since the star gear is supported by a spherical bearing, it is free
to seek a balanced moment load position, a rotation of 0.012 mm (0.00048
inches) relative to the plane of the inner race, measured at the star gear
pitch line. The star gear carrier support trunnion or post deflects under
load in the direction that favors the alignment between the star gear and the
bearing inner race. Taking the trunnion deflection into consideration the
star gear operating axis and the fixed carrier support trunnion axis at 1002
power and 100% speed coincide within 0.0012 mm (0.00005 inches), the differ-
ence between the support deflected position and the gear tooth position shown
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TABLE 4-11
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
HEAT REJECTION
FLIGHT CYCLE
(SI UNITS)
CONDITION
TOTAL LOSS
kW
DELTA
RISE IN BULK
OIL TEMP
•K
OIL IN
TEMP
'K
BULK OIL
TEMP
•K
IDLE 17.60 8.63 339 348
TO 114.00 31.20 355 386
CLIMB 90.62 25.47 355 381
CRUISE 68.01 19.85 375 395
DESCENT 5.43 1.97 397 399
APPROACH 59.04 17.51 355 373
REVERSE 114.00 31.20 355 386
IDLE 17.60 8.63 339 348
(ENGLISH UNITS)
CONDITION
TOTAL LOSS
BTU/MIN
DELTA
RISE IN BULK
OIL TEMP
OF
OIL IN
TEMP
OF
BULK OIL
TEMP
°F
IDLE 1001 15.53 150 166
TO 6486 56.15 180 236
CLIMB 5157 45.85 180 226
CRUISE 3870 35.73 216 252
DESCENT 309 3.54 254 258
APPROACH 3360 31.51 180 212
REVERSE 6486 56.15 180 236
IDLE 1001 15.53 150 166
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TABLE 4-12
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
AGMA SCORING INDEX
FLIGHT CYCLE
CONDITION
OIL IN TEMP
OF
AGMA ,& T
OF
AGMA SCORING INDEX
OF
IDLE 150 23.17 173
TO 180 117.88 298
CLIMB 180 100.03 280
CRUISE 216 78.53 295
DESCENT 254 11.97 266
APPROACH 180 78.02 258
REVERSE 180 117.88 298
IDLE 150 23.17 173
TABLE 4-13
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
CURTISS-WRIGHT SCORING INDEX
FLIGHT CYCLE
CONDITION
OIL IN TEMP
OF
C-W SCORING INDEX - OF
RING-STAR MESH SUN-STAR MESH
IDLE 150 163 17-1.
TO 180 251 314
CLIMB 180 240 293
CRUISE 216 263 306
DESCENT 254 262 269
APPROACH 180 227 270
REVERSE 180 251 314
IDLE 150 163 174
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Figure 4-6
in Figure 4-7. This very small amount of misalignment between the planes of
the star gear and the star gear bearing inner race is readily accommodated by
the spherical roller bearing.
Table 4-14 tabulates the summary of the weight analysis. The calculated OTW
unit installed weight as supplied by Curtiss-Wright is 89.89 kg (198.18 pounds).
The detailed weight breakdown by parts is given in Appendix D.
Table 4-15 tabulates weight reduction items to be considered for a production
type reduction gear and these features would save a calculated 6.58 kg (14.52
pounds) and result in a future weight of 83.31 kg (183.66 pounds) for the
OTW gear assembly. Further reduction in weight is possible with additional de-
velopment effort directed toward a specific operating requirement.
4.2 Stress Analysis
AGMA gear stresses are presented in the preceding discussion and data. Ad-
ditional stress analyses and evaluations for the gears and carrier support are
discussed in detail in this section of the report. Stress analysis of the
coupling is discussed in Section 3.2.6 of this report since the part is common
to both the OTW and UTW units.
4.2.1 Gear Tooth Bending Stress
Maximum gear tooth bending stress for the OTW reduction gearing is less than
that for the UTW design. Figures 4-8 and 4-9 show the Goodman diagrams for
the gear tooth bending stresses along with AGMA allowable curves and the
Curtiss-Wright experience curve. Although the star gear at the 140% torque
condition exceeds the AGMA allowable by 13%, it is well below the C-W ex-
perience allowable.
4.2.2 Backing Stresses
Sun Gear - The backing stresses on the sun gear are tabulated on Table 4-16
for design ccnditions and Table 4-17 for the 140% torque condition. Figure
4-10 shows a cross-section of the sun gear and identifies the points of maxi-
mum stress. In general, the stresses are slightly higher for the OTW unit
but the Goodman diagram shown in Figure 4-11 shows vibratory margins well over
5.0.
I
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OPERATING POSITION
CARRIER	 AFT
FD	 Figure 4-7
a
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
FD	
CONTROLLED GEAR DEFLECTIONS
TABLE 4-14
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
WEIGHT SUMMARY
BASIC
MATERIAL KILOGRAMS POUNDS
SUN GEAR ASSEMBLY STEEL 11.29 24.89
RING GEAR STEEL 12.42 27.38
STAR NUTS STEEL 2.08 4.58
CARRIER SUPPORT STEEL 23.02 50.75
STARS STEEL 37.26 82.14
STARWASHER STEEL .14 .31
MANIFOLD ALUMINUM 1.80 3.97
SPRAY BARS STEEL .28 .61
MISCELLANEOUS HARDWARE 1.61 3.55
TOTAL 89.89 198.18
TABLE 4-15
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
FLIGHT UNIT WEIGHT REDUCTION
(1)	 Integrate star gear carrier support and G.E. reduction gear
support from fan frame to eliminate interface flange, bolts
and nuts.
(2)	 Make carrier support of titanium.
Resulting system weight reduction:
kg lb s
FLANGE 1.27 2.81
BOLTS AND NUTS .57 1.26
SUPPORT MATERIAL 4.74 10.45
TOTAL 6.58 14.52
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TABLE 4-16a
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
SUN GEAR BACKING STRESSES (N/cm2 ) (SI UNITS)
100% SPEED (834 RAD/S);100% TORQUE (15,369 N-M)
Stress Circumferential Stress
Area Load Longitudinal Shear EquivalentAt Star Gear Between
Fig.4-10 Star GearsFront Back
Rad - 4,905 - 4,905 +	 532
Tang + 4,694 - 4,694 -
1 Centri +13,344 +13,344 +13,344 +10,078
T.M. + 1,267 + 1,267 + 1,267 + 5,066
Total +14,387 + 5,012 +15,143
Rad + 2,952 + 2,952 - 3,426 - -
Tang - 5,321 + 5,321 - - + 1,068
2 Centri +13,344 +13,344 +13,344 - - +16,565
T.M. +	 678 +	 678 +	 678 - - + 5,807
Total +11,653 +22,295 +10,597 + 1,068
Rad + 2,952 + 2,952 - 3,426
Tang - 5,321 + 5,321 - + 5,242
3 Centri +13,344 +13,344 +13,344 - 5,641 +21,803
T.M. +	 407 +	 407 +	 407 + 5,097
Total +11,382 +22,025 +10,326 - 5,641 + 5,242
5 Tang + 5,303 + 5,303 + 5,303 + 4,495 +10,766 +19,293
6 Tang + 6,415 + 6,415 + 6,415 - 1,959 +10,766 +20,132
Abbreviations:
Radial
	 - Rad	 Centrifugal
	
- Centri
Tangential - Tang	 Toroidal Moment - T.M.
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TABLE 4-16b
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
SUN GEAR BACKING STRESSES (PSI) (ENGLISH UNITS)
100% SPEED (7962 RPM);100% TORQUE (136,029 IN-LB)
Stress Circumferential Stress
Area
Fig.4-10
Load Longitudinal Shear EquivalentAt Star Gear Between
Star GearsFront	 Back
Red - 7,114 - 7,114 +	 772
Tang + 6,808 - 6,808 -
1 Centri +19,354 +19,354 +19,354 +14,617
T.M. + 1,838 + 1,838 + 1,838 + 7,347
Total +20,866 + 7,270 +21,964
Red + 4,281 + 4,281 - 4,969 - -
Tang - 7,718 + 7,718 - - + 1,549
2 Centri +19,354 +19,354 +19,354 - - +24,025
T.M. +	 984 +	 984 +	 984 - - + 8,423
Total +16,901 +32,337 +15,369 + 1,549
Red + 4,281 + 4,281 - 4,969
Tang - 7,718 + 7,718 - + 7,603
3 Centri +19,354 +19,354 +19,354 - 8,182 +31,623
T.M. +	 591 +	 591 +	 591 + 7,392
Total +16,508 +31,944 +14,976 - 8,182 + 7,603
5 Tang + 7,692 + 7,692 + 7,692 + 6,520 +15,615 +27,982
6 Tang + 9,304 + 9,304 + 9,304 - 2,841 +15,615 +29,199
Abbreviations:
Radial	 - Rad	 Centrifugal	 - Centri
Tangential - Tang	 Toroidal Moment - T.M.
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TABLE 4-17a
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
SUN GEAR BACKING STRESSES (N/cm2 ) (SI UNITS)
100% SPEED (834 RAD/S);140% TORQUE (21,517 N-M)
Stress Circumferential Stress
Area
Fig.4-10
Load Longitudinal Shear EquivalentAt Star Gear Between
Star GearsFront Back
Rad - 6,867 - 6,867 +	 745
Tang + 6,571 - 6,571 -
1 Centri +13,344 +13,344 +13,344 + 8,771
T.M. + 1,744 + 1,774 + 1,774 + 7,093
Total +14,822 + 1,678 +15,863
Rad + 4,132 + 4,132 - 4,797 - -
Tang - 7,450 + 7,450 - - + 1,495
2 Centri +13,344 +13,344 +13,344 - - +17,935
T.M. +	 950 +	 950 +	 950 - - + 8,091
Total +10,976 +25,876 + 9,498 + 1,495
Rad + 4,132 + 4,132 - 4,797 -
Tang - 7,450 + 7,450 - + 7,339
3 Centri +13,344 +13,344 +13,344 - 5,641 - +24,765
T.M. +	 570 +	 570 +	 570 - + 6,667
Total +10,597 +25,496 + 9,118 - 5,641 + 7,339
5 Tang + 7,425 + 7,425 + 7,425 + 6,294 +15,073 27,010
6 Tang + 8,981 8,981 + 8,981 - 2,742 +15,073 28,184
Abbreviations:
Radial	 - Rad	 Centrifugal	 - Centri
Tangential - Tang	 Toroidal Moment - T.M.
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TABLE 4-17b
CLASS A (01W) REDUCTION GEAR
SUN GEAR BACKING STRESSES (PSI) (ENGLISH UNITS)
1007 SPEED (7962 RPM);140% TORQUE (190,441 IN-LB)
Stress Circumferential Stress
Area Load Longitudinal Shear EquivalentAt Star Gear Between
Fig.4-10 Star GearsFront Back
Rad - 9,960 - 9,960 + 1,080
Tang + 9,531 - 9,531 -
1 Centri +19,354 +19,354 +19,354 +12,721
T.M. + 2,573 + 2,573 + 2,573 +10,287
Total +21,498 + 2,434 +23,007
Rad + 5,993 + 5.993 - 6,957 - -
Tang -10,805 +10,805 - - + 2,168
2 Centri +19,354 +19,354 +19,354 - - +26,012
T.M. + 1,378 + 1,378 + 1,378 - - +11,735
Total +1'- ,920 +37,530 +13,775 + 2,168
Rad + 5,993 + 5,993 - 6,957 -
Tang -10,805 +10,805 - +10,644
3 Centri +19,354 +19,354 +19,354 - 8,182 - +35,919
T.M. +	 827 +	 827 +	 827 - + 9,663
Total +15,369 +36,979 +13,224 - 8,182 +10,644
5 Tang +10,769 +10,769 +10,769 + 9,128 +21,861 39,175
6 Tang +13,026 13,026 +13,026 - 3,977 +21,861 40,878
Abbreviations:
Radial	 - Rad	 Centrifugal	 - Centri
Tangential - Tang	 Toroidal Moment - T.M.
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ENGINE --	 j —.-
Ol NUMBERS IDENTIFY STRESS ANALYSIS AREAS, TABLES 4-16 AND 4-•17
REFERENCE 100% SPEEP AND LOAD DATA
DATA ITEM
DATA ITEM MAGNITUDE
ENGLISH UNITS SI UNITS
100% SPEED 7,962 RPM 834 RAD/S
100% TORQUE 136,029 IN./LBS 15,369 N-M
TANGENTIAL LOAD 3,018 LBS/STAR 13,425 N/STAR
RADIAL. LOAD 1,158 LBS/STAR
Figure 4-10. Sun Gear High Stress Areas (Identification) For 'fables 4-16
& 4-17) Class A (OTW) Reduction Gear.
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Ring Gear - Design speed of the ring gear is 23% higher for the OTW unit de-
sign than for the UTW unit and results in 57% higher centrifugal stresses.
Table 4-18 shows the stress distribution in the ring gear. The stresses due
to the radial forces are somewhat lower, resulting in higher mean stress but
lower vibratory stresses. Figure 4-12 is a cross-section view cf the ring
gear with the points of high stress identified. The vibratory margins for the
points where stress concentration factors would exist will be over 3.5 for the
100% torque and 2.9 for the 140% torque. Point 2, the outer surface of the
rim, has a vibratory margin of 1.71 for the 140% torque operation which is
considered satisfactory since there is no stress concentration factor at that
point. The stress levels at 100% and 1402 torque are shown on a Goodman Dia-
gram, Figure 4-13, for the three points identified on Figure 4-12.
Star Gear - The star gear points of high stress are identified on Figure 4-14
and the detailed stress values are shown in Table 4-19. Since the speed of
the star gear is 42% higher for the OTW design, the centrifugal stresses are
also much higher. Torque is also higher, so that the radial and tangential
loads cause higher stresses. The Goodman diagram for the star gear is shown
on Figure 4-15. At point 2, the minimum diameter of the gear rim, for the
140% torque condition a 3.77 vibratory margin is obtained and is considered
satisfactory.
4.2.3 "Combined" Stress
Sun Gear - Stress data used in calculating the "combined" stresses is de-
scribed in the UTW unit discussion, Section 3.2.3. Table 4-20 shows the
detailed stress values and Figure 4-16 shows the Goodman diagram for the AMS
6265 material. Vibratory margins are slightly smaller t han those for the UTW
design, being 1.36 for 100% design torque and 0.995 for 140% torque. Since
the allowable curve for the material does not include the effect of shot peen-
ing, an additio,ial 15% margin will exist. Considering the conservative tech-
nique used to estimate the "combined" stress, the sun gear is considered ac-
ceptable.
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TABLE 4-18a
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
RING GEAR BACKING STRESSES (N/cm 2 )(SI UNITS)
100% SPEED (404 RAD/S)
Stress Circumferential Stress
At Star Gear BetweenArea
(Fig.4-12) Load Star Gears Longitudinal Shear EquivalentFront I	 Back
100% TORQUE (31,687 N-M)
1,2,3 Centri +16,750 +16,750 +16,750 - -
Rad - 9,454 - 9,454 + 6,952
Tang + 5,404 - 5,404 - +15,746
1 T.M. + 2,635 + 2,635 + 2,635 +10,906
Total +15,335 + 4,527 +260:'''
- 4,481Rad +13,947 +13,947
2 Tang - 6,263 + 6,269 -
T.M. + 1,173 + 1,173 + 1,173 +25,608
Total +25,601 +38,133 +13,083 +12,525
Rad + 3,406 + 3,406 464 +	 276 -
3 Tang - 1,011 + 1,011 - + 2,765
T.M. + 2,346 + 2,346 + 2,346 - +22,067
Total +21,491 +23,514 +19,560 +	 276 + 2,765 + 1,929
140% TOROUE - 44.362 N-M
Rad -13,235 -13,235 + 9,733
Tang + 7,566 - 7,566 - +1.4,906
1 T.K. + 3,689 + 3,689 + 3,689 +15,267
Total +14,770 -	 361 +30,172
Rad +19,525 +19,525 - 6,727
Tang - 8,777 + 8,777 - +29,843
2 T.M. + 1,643 + 1,643 + 1,643 +16,853
Total +29,141 +46,695 +11,611
Rad + 4,768 + 4,768 +	 650 +	 276 -
Tang - 1,416 + 1,416 - + 3,871
3 T.M. + 3,285 + 3,285 +26,033
Total +29,572 +26,214 +20,684 +	 276 + 3,871 + 4,289
Abbreviations:
Radial	 - Rad	 Centrifugal	 - Centri
Tangential	 - Tang	 Toroidal Moment - T.M.
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TABLE 4-18b
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
RING GEAR BACKING STRESSES (PSI)(ENGLISH UNITS)
100% SPEED (3862 RPM)
Stress Circumferential Stress
Area At Star Gear I	 Between
Fi .4-12 Load Istar Gears Longitudinal Shear EquivalentFront	 Back
100% TORQUE (280.455 IN
1,2,3 Centri +24,294 +24,294 +24,294 -
Rad -13,712 -13,712 +10,083
Tang + 7,838 - 7,838 - +22,838
1 T.M. + 3,822 + 3,822 + 3,822 +15,817
Total +22,242 + 6,566 +38,199
Rad +20,228 +20,228 - 7,021
2 Tang - 9,083 + 9,093 -
T.M. + 1,702 + 1,702 + 1,702 +37,141
Total +37,131 +55,307 +18,975 +18,166
Rad + 4,940 + 4,940 673 +	 401 -
3 Tang - 1,467 + 1,467 - - + 4,010
T.M. + 3,403 + 3,403 + 3,403 - - +32,006
Total +31,170 1 $34,104 +28,370 +	 401 + 4,010 + 2,798
140% TORQUE (392.637 IN.-LB.)
Rad -19,196 -19,196 +14,116
Tang +10,973 -10,973 - +21,619
1 T.M. + 5,351 + 5,351 + 5,351 +22,143
Total +21,422 -	 524 +43,761
Rad +28,319 +28,319 - 9,829
Tang -12,730 +12,730 - +43,283
2 T.M. + 2,383 + 2,383 + 2,383 +24,443
Total +42,266 +67,726 +16,840
Rad + 6,916 + 6,916 +	 942 +	 401 -
Tang - 2,054 + 2,054 - + 5,614
3 T.M. + 4,764 + 4,764 + 4,764 +37,757
Total +42,890 +38,020 +30,000 +	 401 + 5,614 + 6,221
Abbreviations:
Radial	 - Rad	 Centrifugal	 - Centri
Tangential	 - Tang	 Toroidal Moment - T.M.
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ONUMBERS IDENTIFY STRESS ANALYSIS AREAS, TABLE 4-18
REFERENCE 100% SPEED AND LOAD DATA
DATA ITEM
DATA ITEM MAGNITUDE
ENGLISH UNITS SI UNITS
100% SPEED 3,862 RPM 404 RAD/S
100% TORQUE 280,455 IN./LBS 31,687 N-M
TANGENTIAL LOAD 3,018 LBS/STAR 13,425 N/STAR
RADIAL LOAD 1,158 LBS/STAR 5,151 N/STAR
Figure 4-12. Ring Gear High Stress Areas (Identification For Table 4-18)
Class A (OTW) Reduction Gear.
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QNUMBERS IDENTIFY STRESS ANALYSIS AREAS, TABLE 4-19
REFERENCE 100% SPEED AND LOAD DATA
DATA ITEM
DATA ITEM MAGNITUDE
ENGLISH UNITS tI UNITS
100% SPEED 14,998 RP11 1,591 RADiS
100% TORQUE 9,027 IN./LB 1,020 N-M
TANGENTIAL LOAD 3,01.8 13,425 N/STAR
RADIAL LOAD 1,158 5,151 N/STAR
Figure 4-14. Star Gear High Stress Areas (Identification For Table 4-19)
Class A (OTW) Reduction Gear.
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TABLE 4-19a
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
STAR GEAR BACKING STRESS (N/cm2 ) (SI UNITS)
100% SPEED - (1,591 rad/sec)
s
Stress Circumfe rential Stress
Area At Mesh Between
Fig. 4-14 Load Front	 I	 Back Meshes Equivalent
100% TORQUE (1,020	 N-M)
Rad - 4,901 - 4,901 + 2,269
Tang + 7,647 - 7,647 -
1 Centri +13,134 +13,134 +13,134 + 8,233
Total +15,880 +	 586 +16,092 + 7,647
Rad + 4,725 + 4,725 - 3,226
Tang - 7,373 + 7,373 +17,570
2 Centri +13,134 +13,134 +13,134 + 7,772
Total +10,486 1	 +25,231 + 9,908
140% TORQUE -(2,372	 N-M)
6,861 - 6,861 3,176
Tang +10,705 -10,705 - + 6,273
1 Centri +13,134 +13,134 +13,134 +10,706
Total + 6,97C - 4,433 +16,310
Rad + 6,615 + 6,615 - 4,517
Tang -10,321 +10,321 - +19,344
2 Centri +13,134 +13,134 +13,134 +10,727
Total + 9,427 +30,070 + 8,617
Abbreviations:
Radial	 - Rad	 Centrifugal	 - Centri
Tangential - Tang	 Toroidal Moment - T.M.
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TABLE 4-19b
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
STAR GEAR BACKING STRESS (PSI) (ENGLISH UNITS)
100% SPEED - 14998 RPM
1
Stress Circumferential Stress
Area At Mph Between
Fig. 4-14 Load Meshes Equivalent
---^
Front	 I	 Back
100% TORQUE (9,027 IN-LB)
Rad - 7,108 - 7,108 + 3,291
Tang +11,091 - 11,091 -
1 Centri +19,049 +19,049 +19,049 +11,941
Total +23,032 +	 850 +23,340 +11,091
Rad + 6,853 + 6,853 - 4,679
Tang -10,693 +10,693 - +25,483
2 Centri +19,049 +19,049 +19,049 +11,273
Total +15,209 +36.595 +14,370
140% TORQUE -(20,997 IN.-LB.)
Rad - 9,951 - 9,951 4,607
Tang +15,527 -15,527 - + 9,098
1 Centri +19,049 +19,049 +19,049 +15,527
Total +24,625 - 6,429 23,656
Rad + 9,594 + 9,594 - 6,551
Tang -14,970 +14,970 - +28,056
2 Centri +19,049 +19,049 +19,049 +15,558
Total +13,673 +43,613 +12,498
Abbreviations:
Radial	 Centrifugal
	 - Centri
Tangential - Tang
	 Toroidal Moment - T.M.
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TABLE 4-20a
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
"COMBINED" STRESS (N/cm2) (SI UNITS)
100% SPEED
INCLUDES STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS
Location
Torque Gear (Fig.	 3-12) I II III Equivalent
Al +23,818 0 0
100% Sun A2 - -23,818 0 +14,560
B +21,601 + 7,519 +22,715
Total +45,419 -16,299 +22,715 ±30,859
Al +18,523 0 0
100% Ring A2 0 -18,523 0 +15,354
B +23,003 + 6,791 +39,506
Total +41,526 -11,747 +39,506 +26,637
Al +21.618 0 0
100% Star A2 0 -21,618 0 +12,350
B +23,820 +	 879 +23,104
Total +45,438 -20,739 +23,104 +33,089
Al +33,345 0 0
140% Sun A2 0 -33,345 0 +12,375
B +22,234 + 2,517 +23,794
Total +55,579 -30,828 +23,794 +43,341
Al +25,933 0 0
140% Ring A2 0 -25,933 0 +10,810
B +22,155 -	 542 +45,259
Total +48,087 -26,469 +45,259 +37,279
Al +30,265 0 0
140% Star A2 0 -30,265 0 + 9,409
B +25,468 - 6,649 +24,465 +46,325
Total +55,733 -36,915 +24,465
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TABLE 4-20b
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
"COMBINED" STRESS (PSI) (ENGLISH UNITS)
100% SPEED
INCLUDES STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS
Location
Torque Gear (Fig.	 3-12) I II III Equivalent
Al +34.545 0 0
100% Sun A2 0 -34,545 0 +21,117
B +31,329 +10,905 +32,946
Total +65,874 -23,640 +32,946 +44,757
Al +26,866 0 0
100% Ring A2 0 -26,886 0 +22,269
B +33,363 + 9,849 +57,299
Total +60,229 -17,037 +57,299 +38,633
Al +31,354 0 0
1007. Star A2 0 -31,354 0 +17,912
B +34,548 + 1,275 +33,510
Total +65,902 -30,079 +33,510 +47,991
Al +48,363 0 0
140% Sun A2 0 -48,363 0 +17,949
B +32,247 + 3,651 +34,511
Total +80,610 -44,712 +34,511 1.62,861
Al +37,612 0 0
140% Ring A2 0 -37,612 0 +15,678
B +32,133 -	 786 +65,642
Total +69,745 -38,390 +65,642 +54,068
Al +43,896 0 0
1407. Star A2 0 -43,896 0 +13,647
B +36,938 - 9,644 +35,484 +67,187
Total •4-80,834 -53,540 +35,484
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Ring Gear - The detailed stress values used to estimate the "combined" stress
for the ring gear are shown on Table 4-20. The mean and vibration stresses
for the 100% and 140% torque operation are plotted on the Goodman diagram
shown in Figure 4-17. The vibratory margins are 1.49 and 1.12 for the 100%
and 140% torque points, respectively.
Star Gear - The "combined" stress data for the star gear are shown in Table
4-20 and the Goodman diagram is sho •.m in Figure 4-16. The vibratory margins
are 1.31 for 100% and 0.963 for the 140% torque. Taking into consideration,
the effect of shot peening and the conservative analysis procedures, the star
gear should be satisfactory for the 140% torque operation.
4.2.4 Stresses Due to Fl i,Rt
Maneuver loads for the OTW application were established in the same manner as
for the UTW. General Electric supplied the results of their dynamic analysis
of the entire rotating system which were converted to differential deflections
at the ring-to-star mech and the sun-to-star mesh. Table 4-21 shows the de-
flections for the four types of loading analyzed. The blade out load con-
_
	
	 dition reflects the expected damage in the fan when a severe failure occurs.
The fan has metal blades compared to the composite blades for the UTW
unit. The critical load conditions from the MIL-E-5007C specification are
also shown on the Table 4-21. Several of the possible combinations of loads
are included and were used in the analysis.
In relating the deflections to the separating forces involved, the radial
spring rates of the three components were evaluated. The radial deflections
for the gear under a 4448 N (1000 pound) load are:
Gear	 Deflection
	
1,914	 mils
Sun	 0.1715	 6.75
Star
	 0.0183
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TABLE 4-21
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION CM
MANEUVER LOADS
(Based	
Deflection
\  on G.E. bVnAMIr dos7...1 \
Maneuver
Ring to Star Sun to Star
mm Mils mm Mils
10 G
.0356 1.40
.2316 9.12
14 RadlSec2
.0090 0.35
.0239 0.94
1 Rad/Sec
.0396 1.56
.0719 2.83
0.77 Blades Out
.1770 6.97
.0274 1.08
Critical Load Conditions
(Specification MIL-E-5007C)
Condition Pj!ght
Landing
Power Maximum 100%
19G" 
Down 10	 6	 10 10
"G" Side
-	 4	 1.5 2
"G Forward 2	 3	 2 10
Pitch Velocity 0	 1	 0
Rad/Sec
0
Pitch Accel. + 6
	 0	 0
Rad/Sec t +14_
Yaw Accel. 0	 0	 0
Rad/Sec t + 6--
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Table 4-22 shows the summary of the combined loads for flight and landing and
indicates that the more severe case is for flight. The increase in load on
the carrier support resulting from the additional radial. loads from the ring
gear and sun gear causes the following equivalent increase in torque:
Gear	 Increase - %
Sun	 10.3
Ring	 14.5
Star	 12.4
The increase in torque is for a particular star mesh and is accompanied by an
equivalent decrease in torque at another star mesh. The backing stresses for
this increase in torque are shown in Table 4-23 and titled "Flight Maneuvers
Plus 100% Speed and Torque". For the so called "combined" stresses, Table
4-24 shows the values. The Goodman diagram for the "combined" stress is Fig-
ure 4-1.8 for the sun and star gears. The vibratory margins of 1.25 for the
sun and 1.15 for the star are considered satisfactory. Figure 4-19 shows the
Goodman diagram for the ring gear material AMS 6470. The 1.34 vibratory mar-
,	 gin for the ring gear is satisfactory.
The fan blade out load (assumed by G.E. to be equivalent to 0.77 times the
weight of one complete fan blade) is equal to the following increases in
torque:
Gear	 Increase - %
Sun 16.3
Ring 22.9
Star 19.6
Resulting gear stresses will be less than those for the 140% torque operation
which will be run during the experimental engine tests and should not cause
any difficulties. It should also be noted that operation after a fan blade
failure will be an emergency condition that will not be continued for a ex-
tended period of time.
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kTABLE 4-22a
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
MANEUVER LOADS (SI UNITS)
Flight-
Differential Deflection - mm
Load Ring to Star Sun to Star
7.81 "G"
.0277
.1808
1 Rad/Sec
.0396
.0719
Total
.0613
.2527
Separative 8313 N 5921 NLoad
Landing
10.2 "G"	
.0378
	
.2461
15.23 Rad/Sect
	
.0097
	
.0025
Total
	
.0475
	
.2487
Separative 5849 N 5827 NLoad
Blade Out
Total
.1770
. 02 74
Separative 21823 N 641 NLoad
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TABLE 4-22b
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
MANEUVER LOADS (ENGLISH UNITS)
i	 P1ioht
Load
Differential	 a ect on - Mils
Ring to Star Sun to Star
7.81 "G"
1 Rad/Sec
Total
1.09
1.56
2.65
7.12
2.83
9.95
Separative
Load
1869 lbs 1331 lbs
Landing
10.2 "G"
15.23 Rad/Sec t
Total
1.49
0.38
1.87
9.69
0.10
9.79
Separative
Load
1315 lbs 1310 lbs
Blade Out
Total 6.97 1.08
Separative
Load
4906 lbs 144 lbs
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TABLE 4-23a
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
BACKING STRESS (N/cm2) (SI UNITS)
HOOP STRESS AT POINT NO. 1 FOR ALL COMPONENTS
FLIGHT MANEUVERS PLUS 100% SPEED AND TORQUE
At Mesh Between
Front BackGear Load Meshes Equivalent
Rad. - 5,410 - 5,410 +	 587
Tang. + 5,177 + 5,177 -
Sun Centr. +13,344 +13,344 +13,344 + 9,742
T.M. + 1,398 + 1,398 + 1,398 + 5,588
Total +14,509 + 4,155 +15,329
Rad. -10,820 -10,820 + 7,957
Tang. + 5,841 - 5,841 -
Ring Centr. +16,750 +16,750 +16,750 +15,414
T.M. + 3,016 + 3,016 + 3,016 +12,309
Total +14,786 + 3,105 +27,722
Rad. - 5,839 - 5,839 + 2,703.
Tang. + 9,111 - 9,111 - + 7,005
Star Centr. +13,134 +13,134 +13,134 + 8,285
Total +16,405 - 1,816 +15,837
Abbreviations:
Radial	 - Rad	 Centrifugal	 - Centri
Tangential - Tang	 Toroidal Moment	 - T.M.
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TABLE 4-23b
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
BACKING STRESS (PSI) (ENGLISH UNITS)
HOOP STRESS AT POINT NO. 1 FOR ALL COMPONENTS
FLIGHT MANEUVERS PLUS 100% SPEED AND TORQUE
At Mesh Between
Front BackGear Load Meshes Equivalent
Rad. - 7,846 - 7,846 +	 852
Tang. + 7,509 + 7,509 -
Sun Centr. +19,354 +19,354 +19,354 +14,130
T.M. + 2,027 + 2,027 + 2,027 + 8,104
Total +21,044 + 6,026 +22,233
Rad. -15,693 -15,693 +11,540
Tang. + 8,471 - 8,471 -
Ring Centr. +24,294 +24,294 +24,294 +22,356
T.M. + 4,374 + 4,374 + 4,374 +17,852
Total +21,446 + 4,504 +40,208
Rad. - 8,469 - 8,469 + 3,921
Tang. +13,214 -13,214 - +10,160
Star
Centr. +19,049 +19,049 +19,049 +12,002
Total +23,794 - 2,634 +22,970
Abbreviations:
Radial	 - Rad
	 Centrifugal
	 - Ce*itri
Tangential - Tang
	 Toroidal Moment - T.M.
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TABLE 4-24a
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
"COMBINED" STRESS (N/cm2 ) (SI UNITS)
`	 INCLUDES STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS
FLIGHT MANEUVERS PLUS 100% SPEED AND TORQUE
Location
Gear (Fig. 3-12) I II III Equivalent
Al +26,271 0 0
Sun A2 0 -26,271 0
B +21,764 + 6,232 +22,994 +13,964
Total +47,966 -20,039 +22,994 -34,003
Al +21,200 0 0
Ring A2 0 -21,200 0 +13,419
B +22,180 + 4,658 +41,584 -29,961
Total +43,380 -16,542 +41,584
Al +24,294 0 0
Star A2 0 -24,294 0 +10,942
B +24,608 - 2,724 +23,756 +37,961
Total +48,902 -27,019 +23,756
125
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TABLE 4-24b
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
Is
"COMBINED" STRESS (PSI) (ENGLISH UNITS)
INCLUDES STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS
FLIGHT MANEUVERS PLUS 100% SPEED AND TORQUE
Location
Gear (Fig. 3-12) I II III Equivalent
Al +38,103 0 0
Sun A2 0 -38,103 0
B +31,566 + 9,039 +33,350 +20,253
Total +69,569 -29,064 +33,350 +49,317
Al +30,748 0 0
A2 0 -30,748 0 +19,463
Ring
B +32,169 + 6,756 +60,312 +43,455
Total +62,917 -23,992 +60,312
Al +35,236 0 0
Star A2 0 -35,236 0 +15,870
B +35,691 - 3,951 +34,455 +55,058
Total +70,927 -39,188 +34,455
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4.2.5 Star Gear Carrier Support Stress
The OTW star gear support was stress analyzed in the same way the UTW unit
r	 support was analyzed. The loads and dimensions were changed as necessary for
the eight stars in the OTW unit design. Figure 3-22 shows the location of
the critical areas where the stresses were calculated. Table 4-25 shows the
_	 carrier stresses for various load conditions. At the base of the post the
maximum equivalent stress due to normal operation is 5345N/cm 2 (7,825 psi).
Only the stresses at points 3 and 4, intersection of the conical inner and
outer surfaces, respectively, with the ring supporting the posts, are shown
on this Table since they are the largest. The stress of point 3 is 5227 N/cm2
(7,581 psi). These stresses are due to torque and therefore little vibratory
effect is expected. Taking into consideration stress concentration factors
and the overload torque condition, the vibratory margins, for a minimum en-
durance strength of + 51,700 N/cm 2 (+ 75,000 psi), are very satisfactory.
A total load of 4448N (1,000 pounds) was applied to the carrier through the
posts to simulate a 10 'G' vertical load (conservatively estimated as 10 times
the weight of the ring gear, eight stars and sun gear). An equivalent stress
of 14,658 N/cm2
 (21,259 psi) occurs at point 5A, about one-sixth of the mini-
mum yield strength of this material, AMS 6415.
The bearing load for the fan blade out condition was obtained from the results
of the system dynamic analysis performed by General Electric. The highest
equivalent stress in the carrier due to the blade out load will be 7918 N/cm2
(11,484 psi) at point 5B and will be vibratory. If a conservative stress con-
centration factor of 3.0 is applied, a vibratory margin of over 2.0 will exist.
Blade out operation will not damage the carrier.
4.2.6 Flex Coupling
The diaphragm type flexible coupling that connects the sun gear to the turbine
drive shaft is identical for the OTW and UTW reduction gear designs. The
method of analysis is detailed in the UTW unit discussion, Section 3.2.6.
Since the normal speed and torque loads for the OTW unit are higher, the
stresses calculated for them were presented in Table 3-29. The highest
M'-
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TABLE 4-25
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
STAR GEAR CARRIER SUPPORT STRESS
100% DESIGN PLUS MANEUVER LOADS
SI UNITS
i
Load Location
STRESS - N/cm2
Hoop Longitudinal Shear Equivalent
Post - + 3,748 +29241 5,395
100% Torque 3 +	 907 +	 827 +3,916 5,227
4 +	 374 - 2,142 +2,442 4,671
0.77 Blade Out 5A -4,309 - 7,415
"	 104 6,452
5B +	 345 + 7,952 +	 b32 7,918
1 - + 1,014 +1,781 3,247
3 +	 806 + 1,250 +	 917 1,098
4 +	 154 +	 830 +	 705 1,527
5A +6,149 -10,579 +	 150 14,658
5B +	 492 +11,347 +1,187 11,298
ENGLISH UNITS
Load Location
STRESS - PSI
Hoop Longitudinal Shear Equivalent
Post - + 5,436 +3,250 7,825
100% Torque 3 +1,315 + 1,200 +4,316 7,581
4 -	 543 - 3,107 +3,542 6,775
5A -6,250 -10,754 +	 151 9,358
5B +	 500 +11,534 +1,207 11,484
1 - + 1,470 +2,583 4,709
3 +1,169 + 1,813 +1,330 1,592
10 "G" Down 4 +	 224 - 1,204 +1,022 2,214
5A +8,918 -15,344 +	 217 21,259
5B +	 714 +16,457 +1,722 16,386
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.E	 ,
equivalent stress occurs at point 2 (Figure 3-22), outer surface of the
cylindrical section at intersection with the diaphragm fillet, where the
equivalent stress is 22,738 N/cm 2 (32,979 psi). This stress is less than
one-third the minimum yield strength of 83,806 N/cm 2 (121,550 psi).
Table 4-26 shows the coupling stress for the maneuver and blade out loads.
The maneuver loads cause a maximum equivalent stress of 7540 N/cm2 (10,936
psi) at point 5, inner surface of the cylindriLzl section at intersection with
the diaphragm fillet, just about the same as for the UTW unit. The blade out
stress is only one-fifth of that for the OTW unit design. This is a direct
result of the reduction in the differential deflection between the sun and
star gears shown on Table 4-22 for blade out. The maximum equivalent stress
is less than 1379 N/cm2 (2,000 psi).
4.3 Deflection Analysis
A detailed discussion of the method of deflection analysis for each of the
three gear elements is given for the UTW unit design, Section 3.3. Table 4-27
shows the results of the analysis for the OTW unit design. Data are shown for
the two major contributors of deflection and given in the form of a radial
slope in the axial direction as well as the effective tangential slope in the
direction of rotation. For both the sun and ring gears the centrifugal forces
cause a twist opposite to that due to the gear separating forces. For the
ring gear the centrifugal effect is approximately 4% of the final twist while
for the sun gear the effect is approximately 34%.
The OTW sun gear tooth contact line total axial slope of 200 x 10 -6 in./in.
is only slightly over 50% of that for the U74 unit. The centrifugal force
restoring effect is approximately one-third the gear tooth separating force
effect. The ring gear axial slope of 1545 x 10 -6 in./in. due to radial gear
tooth separating force is slightly less than the comparable UTW unit slope,
implying a stiffer ring. Although the OTW unit centrifugal force effect is
greater than the UTW unit, the total or resulting slope is only 14% less than
the comparable UTW unit slope.
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TABLE 4-26
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION GEAR
FLEXIBLE COUPLING STRESS
MANEUVER AND BLADE OUT LOADS
a
SI UNITS
Point STRESS - NJcm2
Hoop Longitudinal Shear EquivalentFig. 3-23
Maneuver Loads
1 -1,586 -1,891 -	 179 1,786
2 +40780 +8,043 -	 211 7,016
3 -20079 -4,378 -	 43 1,900
4 -	 543 +1,436 -1,551 3,217
5 +	 41 -7,392 +	 797 7,540
6 +1,142 +4,684 -	 43 4,231
Blade Out Loads
1 -	 172 -	 204 -	 19 193
2 +	 855 +1,089 66 1,000
3 -	 225 -	 474 -6 410
4 -	 59 +	 155 +	 168 347
5 0 -	 998 +	 110 1,016
6 +	 123 +	 507 +	 10 458
ENGLISH UNITS
Point STRESS - PSI
Hoop Longitudinal Shear EquivalentFig. 3-23
Maneuver Loads
1 -2,301 - 2,743 -	 260 2,590
2 +6,933 +11,665 -	 306 10,176
3 -3,016 - 6,350 -	 62 2,756
4 -	 787 + 2,083 +2,249 4,666
5 +	 60 -10,721 +1,156 10,936
6 +1,657 + 6,794 -	 62 6,137
Blade. Out Loads
1 -	 249 -	 297 -	 28 280
2 +1,240 + 1,580 -	 95 1,450
3 -	 326 -	 687 -	 9 595
4 -	 85 +	 225 +	 243 504
5 0 - 1,448 +	 159 1,474
6 +	 179 +	 735 +	 15 664
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TABLE 4-27
CLASS A (OTW) REDUCTION MM
GEAR TOOTH DEFLECTION
It
slope - 10 6 In. In.
Gear Load Axial Tan ential
Radial -	 267
Sun Centrifugal +	 67
Total -	 200 - 77
Ring Radial
+1,545
Centrifugal -	 63
Total +1,482 +569
Post 302
Carrier Backing Ring 27
Total +329
131
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Deformation analysis of the star gear journal under load showed an average
slope of 302 x 
1076 
in. /in. in a tangential or torque direction. The con-
tribution of the carrier backup structure was calculated by applying a tan-
'	 gential load in the plane of the carrier ring and a couple at each of the
eight posts. The analysis, using the K Shell 1 computer program, showed the
post would have an additional slope due to the backing ring of 27 x 10-6 in./
in., the same as for the UTW unit. The total tangential slope of the OTW is
329 x 10-6
 , 252 greater than the UTW unit post slope.
In summary, for the design speed and torque, the tangential slopes of the
gear tooth contact lines will be:
Gear	 Slope
Ring	 569 x 10-
6
 in./in.
Carrier - Star	 329 x 
10-
6 in./in.
Sun	 77 x 10-
6
 in./in.
The star gear spherical bearings, between the carrier post and the star gear,
will accommodate any mismatch between the deflection slopes of the three gear
elements without serious skew. Uniform tooth loading patterns are expected
during the service life of the unit.
4.4 Natural Frequencies
The interference diagram for the ring gear and sun gear is shown in Figure
4-20. The prime mode of vibration for the gears will be the eight diameter
mode (16 nodes) and an estimate of the natural frequency values for the
initial design are:
Ring Gear - 1,630 Hertz
Sun Gear - 10,200 Hertz
The anticipated speed range of the unit is shown on the bottom of the figure,
15 to 1022. There will be no major resonances in the speed range due to star
passing excitation. Two minor resonances, due to gear tooth meshing excita-
tions, could occur; the ring gear near 15% speed and the sun gear at 96% speed.
2
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The ring gear resonance is not considered serious because of the low speed at
which it occurs. Raising the sun gear resonance point above the operating
speed range can be accomplished by increasing the gear rim thickness and a
decision was made to do this to avoid the possibility of an undesirable noise
or wear condition.
Experimental tests conducted on a partially machined sun gear indicated that
the actual natural frequency was somewhat lower than the calculated value.
The sun gear specification was revised prior to final machining to increase
the rim thickness and raise the natural frequency above 11,900 hz, placing
the gear tooth meshing excitation resonance with the sun gear above 112% rated
speed which is 10% above the maximum operating speed, an acceptable operating
argin.
.
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Figure 4-20. Interference Diagram Class A (OTW) Reduction Gear.
5.0 CONCLUSIONS ON SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The design and analysis effort reported herein demonstrates the practicality
of lightweight engine-to-fan gear speed reducers, thus enabling the develop-
ment of high performance turbofan engines utilizing high speed gas turbines
driving slower speed fans.
Two epicyclin, star configuration, speed reducer gears for the General Elec-
tric/NASA Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine (QCSEE) under-the-wing
(UTW) and over-the-wing (OTW) configuration programs we•"s resigned and analyzed.
Gear reduction ratios and input 100% power and speed design conditions are as
follows:
Engine Application	 UTW	 OTW
Reduction Ratio	 2.465	 2.062
1001. Power
	
9885 kW (13256 hp) 	 12813 kW (17183 hp)
100% Speed (Input)
	
811 rad/s (7747 rpm)	 834 rad/s (7962 rpm)
Significant features incorporated in the QCSEE main reduction gear designs
include the following:
1. Modular concept to permit installation and removal of the reduction
gear and fan output shaft assembly as a unit.
2. Epicyclic gear with star arrangement; power input to sun gear, out-
put from ring gear and stationary star gear support.
3. Identical interface points between the reduction gear and engine for
the two different ratio units:
a. Input coupling attachment to General Electric LP turbine shaft
b. Star gear support interface flarge
c. Ring gear output spline
d. Oil supply tube
4. Flexibility in the sun gear and ring gear mountings with controlled
gear deflections between the sun gear to star gear mesh and star
gear to ring gear mesh.
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I5. Star gears supported by spherical roller bearings to allow self-
alignment with the mating gears.
6. Gear tooth contact ratio of 2.0, hunting and non-factorizing tooth
numbers for quiet operation.
The gear systems, input coupling interface to ring gear output interface in-
cluding the star gear stationary support, weigh 96.2 kg (204 pounds) and 89.9
kg (198 pounds) for the UTW and OTW units, respectively.
The star gear spherical roller bearings have calculated B1 lives of 6110 hours
and 5063 hours for the UTW and OTW units, respectively, based on a typical
flight specturm operation.
Calculated gear tooth maximum stresses at 100% power and speed conditions are
as follows:
sun gear star gear ring gear
UTW Unit:
Bending stress -
N/cm2 24,869 24,042/23,366 19,595
(psi) (36,070) (34,870/33,890) 28,420
Contact stress -
N/cm2 87,329 87,329/56,461 56,461
(psi) (126,660) (126,660/81,890) (81,890)
OTW Unit:
Bending stress -
N/cm2 23,818 21,509/21,726 18,537
(psi) (34,545) (31,196/31,511) (26,886)
Contact stress -
N/cm2 88,139 88,139/61,383 61,383
(psi) (127,835) (127,835/89,029) (89,029)
135
The gear materials are AMS 6265 carburised and hardened to R  60-63 for the
sun and star gears and AMS 6470 nitrified for the ring gears and based on
Curtiss-Wright experience the above stress levels provide an adequate safety
t
margin.
Estimated efficiencies at 100% power and speed conditions based on calculated
spherical bearing, gear mesh, windage and oil churning losses are 99.3% and
99.1% i" the UTW and OTW units, respectively.
Spray tube oil jet lubrication to the gears limits the calculated AGMA scor-
ing index to 300°F maximum, an acceptable value.
The analyses predict successful operation of the reduction gears at overspeed
and overload conditions of up to 105% speed at 100% power and 140% power at
100% speed as well as over the complete flight spectrum range for both back-to-
back component testing and experimental engine operation.
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APPENDIX - A
UTW Reduction Gear Bill of Material No. 210
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^UTW REDUCTION 
GEAR 
WEIGHT ANALYSIS SHEET 1 Of I
TOTAL WEIGHT
675D4 salt 32 0.450 0.992
760107 Bolt 14 0.101 0.223
2067D960 Washer 14 0.017 0.038
'AN960C416L Washer 6 0.004 0.008
NS9388-011 Packing 6 0.001 0.002
NS9398-022 Packing 3 0.001 0.003
MS9388-029 Packing 6 0.004 0.008
MS93WO32 Packing 6 0.005 0.010
MS9557-09 Bolt 4 0.114
MS9557-12 Bolt 6 0.046 0.102
185139 Gear, Ring 1 13.56 29.90
185140 Coupling 1 2.75 6.07
185144 Spray Tube 6 0.212 0.468
185146 Ring 1 0.337 0.742
185147 Sleeve 4 0.270 0.596
185148 Nut 6 1.739 3.834
185149 Ring 6 0.131 0.288
L85151 Ring, Seal 1 0.020 0.044
185152 Ring, Seal 1 0.021 0.047
185153 Nut 32 0.125 0.275
185154 Ring, Retaining 6 0.076 0.168
185155 Ring, Retaining 6 0.035 0.078
185157 Gear and bearing 6 41.39 91.25
1852:79 Sleeve 2 0.118 0.260
490639 Tube, Oil 1 0.144 0.317
1039D2 Bushing is 0.090 0.198
185145 Manifold 1 1.54 3.40
ORIGINAL PAGE IS144
APPRNDIX - B
PART N0. NAM Qua.
185138 Gear, Sun 1
185156 Locknut 4
_	 490643 Support A"mbly 1
185142 Support 1
185156 Locknut
TOTAL
6
SHIRT 2 Of 2
TOTAL VETCHT
kE lb
7.12 15.70
0.013 0.028
22.17 48.88
0.021 0.046
92.63 204.23
UTW REDUCTION GEAR WEIGHT ANALYSIS (Continued)
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OTW REDUCTION GEAR WEIGHT ANALYSIS 1 Of 2
TOTAL WEIGHT
PART NO. Lem	 QOAN. kS lb
675D4 Bolt 32 0.450 0.992
764D107 Bolt 18 0.130 0.286
2067D960 washer 18 0.022 0.049
AN960C416L Washer 6 0.004 0.008
M93WO11 Packing 8 0.001 0.002
MS9388-022 Packing 3 0.001 0.003
ES9388-023 Packing 8 0.004 0.008
M99388-029 Packing 8 0.005 0.011
MS9388-280 Packing 1 0.022 0.048
MS9557-09 Bolt 4 0.114 0.252
MS9557-12 Bolt 6 0.046 0.102
185140 Coupling 1 2.75 6.07
185146 Ring 1 0.337 0.742
185153 Nut 32 0.125 0.275
185159 Gear and Bearing 8 37.26 82.14
185160 Spray Tube 8 0.28 0.61
185161 Sleeve 6 0.330 0.728
185163 Ring 8 0.139 0.306
185164 Nut 8 2.08 4.58
185165 Gear, Ring 1 12.42 27.38
185167 Ring 1 0.023 0.051
185168 Ring, Retaining 8 0.065 0.143
185169 Ring, Retaining 8 0.028 0.062
185225 Sleeve 2 0.104 0.229
490639 Tube, Oil 1 0.144 0.317
490646 Gear Assembly 1 - -
185143 Gear, Sun 1 8.07 17.80
185156 Locknut 4 0.013 0.028
490647 Nanifold Assembly 1 - -
L
ok
w
APPINDDC - D CEAA MGM^ALYSIS (Conlinuad) 2 Of 2
mw
TOTAL MtlCRT
sus we PAW
QOAM. hi lb
22 0.110 0.242
1039D2 &Whiag 1.80 3.97
1851" Manifold
1
490648 support As.rb1P 1 0.046
165156 Lockout 6
0.021
23^_
185170 Support
1
TOTAL 89.69
198.16
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Mises Criterion
The following mathematical expression was proposed by R. van Mises as repre-
sentating a criterion of failure by yielding.
1	
1 ^
#2
 + t^Z _ X3)2 + til _ X3)2
2
	Where	 • 10 •Z and '3	 Principal Stresses
Minimum Yield Value of Material at Temperature
y (Uniaxia lly loaded bar)
If w 03	 •y . VVm 1 2 ^ `1 VZ + VZ2
This relationship is ,shown by the dashed ellipse below where OB 	 •y in this
case.
v,
*ss&
MMUck
QZ / . .tea	 —	 O2
 Tai.
I	 1	 ^
!	 1
i
O MP
it	 51-AXAL C,O/DMONS FOR STROWTN TWORIEf
FOR 0"TIL,E MATERIALS.
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Yield tests of ductile materials have shown that the Miss* criterion interprets
well the results of a variety of biaxial conditions. There is evidence that
for ductile materials the Mises criterion also give a reasonably good interpre-
tation of fatigue results in the upper right half of A B C D E of the ellipse
for completely alternating or pulsating tension cycling.
The :Iriterion states that yielding occurs when
•F^y•1j^•1 •2 +12 s ^y
where VEFF = Effective :L.%,ss
The stress analysis approach used ty C-rtias-Wright consists of the following
four steps.
Step 1) Find Stresses 	
• x' •y' lrxy
'	 Step 2) Find principal stresses using Mohr circle of the following
expressions
•2	 2	 2	 xY
Step 3) Find the Effective Stress
Step 4) Compare it with the allowable
Ref.: "Stress Concentration Design Factors" by R. E. Peterson Sth Printing
Page 6.
Also: "Advanced Mechanics of Materials" by B. Seely and 0. Smith 2nd Edition
Page 81.
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